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Please note: 
Faults or imperfections are not recorded in the lot description. 
We encourage you to inspect the lots during our viewing days. 

Condition reports are available upon request. 
You are requested to collect the acquired item(s) within five days after the auction. 

After five days this can be done by appointment only.



DROIT DE SUITE

The applicability of Droit de Suite (The Artist’s Resale Right) has taken 
effect on 1 April 2006 and applies to:

Original works of art by artists (alive or up to 70 years after death), being 
a national or an inhabitant of a country, member of the EU or EEA or of a 
country that applies a similar Droit de Suite.

Arts & Antiques Group BV will collect the legally compulsory Droit de 
Suite fee from the buyer for the financial settlement.

The Droit de Suite fee will be collected over a sale price starting at 
€3.000,- including the premium (excluding VAT) and will be calculated 
using a sliding scale of percentages of the sale price:

> € 3.000 - ≤ €  50.000      4%
> € 50.000 - ≤ € 200.000 3%
> € 200.000 - ≤ € 350.000 1%
> € 350.000 - ≤ € 500.000            0,5%
> € 500.000                           0,25%
(with a maximum of €12.500,-)

PLEASE NOTE: 

Faults or imperfections are not recorded in the lot description. We 
encourage you to inspect the lots during our viewing days. Condition 
reports are available upon request.

Before picking up your acquisition, the payment has to be received on bank 
account: NL28FVLB0637264002 in the name of Stichting Derdengelden. 

We no longer accept cash payments. Therefore, we request you to make 
payment via bank transfer, debit card (PIN) or credit card. For credit card 
payments a surcharge is applicable.
 
You are requested to collect the acquired item(s) within five days after the 
auction. After five days this can be done by appointment only.

AAG shall have the right to put items that have been sold but not yet 
collected into storage at the buyer’s expense after five working days. 
The applicable handling fee per item is: 
transportation € 10,- / storage € 5,- per day.
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Waarom de 
wereld reizen 
nodig heeft
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Reizen is een van de grootste industrieën ter wereld. In 
sommige landen is dit voor maar liefst 20% van de bevolking 
de bron van inkomsten. Maar we weten allemaal dat toerisme 
een grote ecologische voetafdruk achterlaat. 

Kleinschalig
Hoe kunnen we deze impact op het milieu minimaliseren? Door 
bewuste keuzes te maken. Door bijvoorbeeld te verblijven in 
kleinschalige accommodaties die zich inzetten om de natuur 
te onderhouden en bezoekers kennis laten maken met hun 
cultuur en erfgoed. 

CO2 uitstoot
Open haardvuur zorgt voor 5% van de CO2 uitstoot wereldwijd. 
Drie miljard mensen bereiden hun warme maaltijd nog 
altijd op open vuur. Brandhout hiervoor is duur en zorgt voor 
ontbossing. Bovendien sterven jaarlijks vier miljoen mensen 
aan een longziekte vanwege de roet en rook die bij het koken 
vrijkomt. TravelEssence investeert daarom in duurzame, 
schone kookovens voor mensen in ontwikkelingslanden.

Vliegtaks
Vliegen veroorzaakt 2,5% van de CO2 uitstoot wereldwijd. Het 
verduurzamen van reizen is daarom essentieel. In plaats van 
vliegtaks is ons voorstel om elke vlucht te compenseren met 
schone kookovens in ontwikkelingslanden. 

Positieve impact
Maar er is veel meer wat we bij TravelEssence aan duurzaam-
heid doen. We zijn toegewijd om een positief effect op het milieu 
en de samenleving te hebben. Ons doel: de beste vakanties 
naar Australië en Nieuw-Zeeland, met de grootst mogelijke 
positieve impact. 

Onze lokale kennis maakt het verschil
Klanten waarderen ons met een: 9.3   
www.travelessence.nl  |  030 272 5335

DUURZAAM REIZEN

Al meer dan tien jaar plant 
TravelEssence bomen in het 
Te Urewera regenwoud in 
Nieuw-Zeeland. Samen met 
deze Maori vrouwen. Zo wordt 
CO2 gecompenseerd en blijft 
het regenwoud bestaan.

TE_AD_210x267_duurzame investering_AAG.indd   1TE_AD_210x267_duurzame investering_AAG.indd   1 11/11/2020   14:3711/11/2020   14:37
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For over 30 years now, the street & slum children of Kolkata have been realising their dreams.  

Future Hope provides each child with what they need most - a safe, nurturing family 
environment with hope and opportunity. Through long-term all-round education, homes, 
healthcare and most of all, a chance to dream, over 600 deprived children have rewritten their 
future, and broken the cycle of poverty for their families. Through outreach Future Hope has 
also touched over 3,500 young lives and thousands more families. 

By supporting Future Hope you can give hope & opportunity to many more street and slum 
children. 

To contribute to Stichting Future Hope Netherlands please visit 

WWW.FUTUREHOPE.NET 
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A BLUE AND WHITE DISH 
SHUNZHI-KANGXI PERIOD (c. 1650-1670) 
 
16.2 cm diameter 
 
 
Illustrated catalogue ‘Chinese Porcelain from the Wanli to Kangxi Period’ is available 
 
By appointment only  

 
 

Weerdestein 182     1083 GM Amsterdam    +31 (0)20 420 82 48     info@fengchunma.com     www.fengchunma.com 

A Dehua Blanc de Chine Figure of Guanyin
Ming dynasty, early 17th century

Height 44.5 cm

The back with impressed square sealmark 
Hui Jiang Shan Ren (The hermit Hui Jiang)

Provenance: An old Dutch private collection
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Naar Willy Sluiter, Laren Tentoonstelling Hotel Hamdorff, 1915, lithografie, 109 x 75 cm, Design Museum Dedel 

DE AFFICHES VAN 
26.05 T/M  
15.08.2021

IN VILLA 
DE WILDE 
ZWANENHAMDORFF
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- MANTELZORG - STATUSHOUDERS

- ENERGIE NEUTRAAL EVT. OFF-GRID

- INCL. KOMPLETE KEUKEN/BADKAMER

- SLEUTELKLAAR VANAF € 60.000 EX BTW

www.verstraetendesign.com
www.flexhome-one.nl
Roerdalen - Berlin
Tel: + 31-6-55744066
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Boek je ticket online

Wat doet dit
in het Van Gogh
Museum?

Te zien t/m 12 september

Ongekend
10 jaar bijzondere aanwinsten 
en hun verhalen

Tentoonstellingspartner
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Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands, thence by descent to the 
present owner 
Literature: 
J. Juffermans & J. Juffermans Jr., Kees van Dongen: Het com-
plete grafische werk, A.W. Bruna Uitgevers, Utrecht, 2010, p. 
122-123, JB 1 (ill.) 
€ 1.500 - 3.500

1 
Kees van Dongen 
(Delfshaven 1877 - Monte Carlo 1968) 
Hassan-Badreddine-el-Bass Raoui. 1 Conte des 1001 Nuits 
Les Editions de la Sirène, Paris, 1918 
The complete book, comprising title page, text in French by 
Dr J.C. Mardrus and eight pochoirs (seven in colours, the one 
for the cover in black and blue), on Vélin de Hollander paper, 
copy number 180 of 200 (the total edition was 310), printed 
by Jean Saudé, published by La Sirène, Paris 
Book, 32.9 x 25.2 cm 

1
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2

2 
Kees van Dongen 
(Delfshaven 1877 - Monte Carlo 1968) 
Femmes: 
Tête 
l’Éspagnole 
l’Anglaise 
Maud 
Parisienne 
Madame X 
Editions Les Quatre Chemins, Paris, 1927

Portfolio consisting of six colour lithographs, all signed in the 
stone and hand numbered 68/120 lower right (besides the 
edition of 20 black and white lithographs) 
Portfolio 54.6 x 39.4 cm / each colour lithograph approx. 52.4 
x 37.4 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands, thence by descent to the 
present owner 
Literature: 
J. Juffermans & J. Juffermans Jr., Kees van Dongen: Het com-
plete grafische werk, A.W. Bruna Uitgevers, Utrecht, 2010, p. 
32-38, JL 9-14 (ill.) 
€ 3.000 - 5.000 



Printmaking is believed to have originated as early as 
the first century AD during China’s Han Dynasty, and 
since its start, the medium’s ability to reproduce images 
has influenced many great artists. The artistic process 
of printmaking is based on the principle of transferring 
images from a matrix onto another surface, most often 
paper or fabric. A matrix is essentially a template and 
can be made of, for example, wood, stone, metal or 
glass. The design is created on the matrix by working 
its flat surface with either tools or chemicals. The matrix 
is then inked in order to transfer it onto the desired 
surface. Printing from a matrix requires the application 
of controlled pressure, most often achieved by using a 
printing press, which creates an even impression. Eight 
of the most widely used printmaking techniques are: 

Lithography
Also referred to as planography or surface printing, 
lithography operates on the principle that water and 
grease repel each other. The image is created on a 
matrix of limestone, with a grease pencil, crayon, or 
liquid (tusche). The stone is washed with a solution of 
nitric acid and gum arabic, which affects the surface 
chemically so that the greased areas (the drawing) are 
etched onto the stone, while the non-greased areas are 
unaffected. When the stone is then dampened, and a 
grease-based ink is rolled onto the surface, the ink will 
adhere only to greasy areas of the stone. Paper is laid 
on the stone, subjected to a press and the image on the 
stone is transferred to the paper.

Intaglio 
The name is derived from the Italian word tagliare, 
meaning ‘to carve’. Intaglio, also referred to as cavo 
relievo (reverse relief), is a printmaking technique in 
which the image is incised into a surface and the incised 
line or sunken area holds the ink. Intaglio involves 
engraving or etching on a zinc or copper plate, or on 
any other surface (for example wood or linoleum), by 
means of incising a drawing, and thus creating a kind of 
relief in reverse. After inking the plate, it then is rubbed 
clean in order that solely the ink in the furrows remain. 
A dampened paper is laid on the plate, and the two are 
rolled through a heavy press. The paper is forced into 
the recessed design, and so the drawing is transferred. 
Etching, aquatint, and mezzotint are intaglio methods.

Etching
A form of intaglio, etching is often used synonymously 
with ‘intaglio’. A metal plate (either zinc or copper) is 
covered with an acid-resistant ground, on which a design 
is scratched with a variety of sharp tools. The plate is 
then immersed in an acid bath, and the acid eats away 
(bites, etches) the areas exposed where the resinous 

ground has been scratched away. The longer a plate has 
been left in the acid, the deeper and hence darker the 
etched areas become. The plate may be inked and the 
impressions pulled from it, as above.

Aquatint
A form of intaglio, and also a variant of etching, which 
only produces areas of tone rather than lines. The plate 
is lightly coated with a powdered porous ground (such 
as finely-powdered resin, or spray paint), through which 
the acid bites to give tonal effects like ink or watercolour 
washes. To allow for varying degrees of darkness, areas 
may be ‘stopped-out’ with an acid resistant varnish at 
any stage of the etching, and the time may be varied 
in which areas of the plate are exposed to the acid. 
Aquatint is generally used in conjunction with etching. 

Mezzotint 
Another tonal technique, mezzotint, enabling half-
tones to be produced without using line- or dot-
based techniques (hatching, cross-hatching or stipple).  
A plate is roughened with a network of small burred 
dots, applied by a toothed ‘rocker’, which produces a 
rich black. To achieve tonal variations, up to white, the 
plate is scratched and brushed to various degrees, to 
determine how much ink is accepted. The smoother 
the surface, the less receptive it is to ink. It is inked and 
printed as above.

Drypoint 
A technique that, often used in conjunction with etching, 
consists simply of drawing on a metal plate with a sharp 
graver. The burr left by the furrowed metal catches the 
ink and yields a rich printed line. Because of the fragility 
of the burr, plates with drypoint details cannot bear very 
many impressions.

Relief 
Relief is, in principle, the opposite in of intaglio. The 
image is drawn on the block or plate, and all else 
is carved or gouged out from around it, so that the 
drawing stands out in relief. The drawing presents the 
plate surface which is inked. As opposed to intaglio, the 
recessed areas print white.

Silkscreen or serigraphy
A more modern printmaking technique that does not 
require a press. Literally ‘writing on silk,’ serigraphy also 
is the favoured method of commercial or mass print 
production. Based on stencil techniques, it involves 
a masking of a fabric screen either by a paper, stencil 
or a glue sizing. Through the screen areas left open 
(unmasked) ink or paint is applied, to a sheet of paper 
below. Silk screening does not require a press.

A GUIDE TO 

UNDERSTAND 

PRINTING 

TECHNIQUES  
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7 
Jan Frans Cantré  
(Gent 1886 - 1931) 
La Sortie Dominicale (The Sunday Outing)  
Signed lower left 
Oil on canvas, 70.4 x 60.3 cm 
Provenance: 
- Auction Horta, Brussels, 8 February 2010, lot 202 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 800 - 1.200 

6 
Willem van Konijnenburg 
(The Hague 1868 - 1943) 
Maangodin (Moon Goddess) 
Signed with monogram and dated 1930 lower left 
Chalk and pencil on paper, 65.9 x 51.6 cm 
Provenance: 
- Auction Sotheby’s, Amsterdam, 12 December 1991, lot 62 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 800 - 1.200 

4 
Leo Gestel 
(Woerden 1881 - Hilversum 1941) 
Vlaanderen (1927) 
With studio stamp lower left 
With studio stamp, signed and numbered 1027 by Jan Pon-
stijn on the reverse 
Watercolour on paper, 46.9 x 60.3 cm 
Provenance: 
- Collection Mrs. Van Piggelen (sister of the artist) 
- Collection M. Aronson (1941) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Exhibited: 
Singer Laren, Laren, Leo Gestel, Schilder en tekenaar, 28 
November 1993 - 30 January 1994 
€ 1.500 - 3.500  
 
 
5 
Dirk Filarski 
(Amsterdam 1885 - Zeist 1964) 
Stilleven van Witte Aronskelken, Dode Haas en Beeldje van 
Kaketoe (Still Life of White Ara, Dead Hare and Statuette of a 
Cockatoo) (before 1930) 
Signed lower right 
Oil on canvas, 99.5 x 80.1 cm 
Provenance: 
- Collection Ernst Filarski, the Netherlands (son of the artist) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

3 
Constant Permeke 
(Antwerp 1886 - Ostend 1952) 
Landscape With Trees 
Signed lower left 
Charcoal on paper, 63.2 x 80.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Auction Sotheby’s, Amsterdam, 12 December 1991, lot 104 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

4

5

6 7

3
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12 
Henri Charles Manguin 
(Paris 1874 - Saint-Tropez 1943) 
Trois Nus (Three Nudes) 
Signed lower left 
Watercolour and pencil on paper, 31.1 x 24.2 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Paule Cailac, Paris 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

10 
Henri Person 
(Amiens 1876 - Parijs 1926) 
Un Après-Midi sur l’Eau (An Afternoon on the Water) 
Signed lower left 
Watercolour and black chalk on paper, 19.5 x 29.3 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Paule Cailac, Paris 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 800 - 1.200 

11 
Giuseppe Cesetti 
(Tuscany 1902 - 1990) 
Due Cavalli 
Signed lower left 
Oil on canvas, 29.8 x 39.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galleria d’Arte Moderna, Venice 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

9 
Hendrik Valk  
(Zoeterwoude 1897 - Arnhem 1986) 
Switzerland (Opus:433) 
Indistinctly signed with initials and indistinctly dated lower 
right 
Oil on board, 36.6 x 52.6 cm  
Provenance: 
Private collection Villa Mondriaan, Winterswijk, acquired  
directly from the family of the artist 
€ 800 - 1.200 

8 
Wilhelm Schmid 
(Remigen 1892 - Lugano 1971) 
Paysage (Landscape)  
Signed lower centre 
Oil on panel, 32.6 x 40.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Family of the artist 
- Auction Sotheby’s, Munich, 26 October 1988, lot 103 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.500 - 3.500 

8

9

11

10

12
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15 
Marcel Gromaire 
(Noyelles-sur-Sambre 1892 - Paris 1971) 
Untitled 
Signed and dated 1927 upper left 
Watercolour and Indian ink on paper, 25.7 x 33.7 
Provenance: 
- Auction Sotheby’s, Amsterdam, 12 December 1991, lot 86 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

14 
Fernando Botero 
(Medellín 1932) 
Mujer Fumando (1985) 
Signed lower right and numbered 44/150 lower left 
Offset lithograph, 64.8 x 44.8 cm 
Provenance:  
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
- Auction AAG, Amsterdam, 5 December 2011, lot 28 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

13 
Gerald Leslie Brockhurst 
(Birmingham 1890 - Franklin Lakes 1978) 
Jeunesse Dorée (1942)  
Signed and dated lower right 
Edition of 75 
Etching 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
Literature: 
Fletcher 80 
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

13

16

15

16 
George Grosz 
(Berlin 1893 - 1959) 
Street Scene, New York (1934) 
Stamped with signature lower right 
With estate stamp numbered 4 58 2 on the reverse 
Indian ink on paper, 50.4 x 40.4 cm 
Provenance: 
- Studio of the artist, Bayside, Long Island (1934) 
- Estate of George Grosz (1959) 
- Private collection, Southern Germany 
- Auction Van Ham Kunstauktionen, Cologne, 31 May 2017, 
lot 29 (incl. invoice) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Note: 
Including a certificate of authenticity by Dr. Ralph Jentsch, 
author of the catalogue raisonné, dated 10 December 2013. 
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

“My drawings and paintings were done as an act of protest. 
I was trying by means of my work to convince the world 

that it is ugly, sick and hypocritical.” - George Grosz 

14



For a long time, contemporary art from the Soviet Union 
was invisible to the outside world, but after the fall of 
the wall, the doors of Russia’s cultural treasuries were 
left ajar. The works that emerged marked the beginning 
of a boom of Russian Impressionism and Social Realism. 
Russian Impressionism was considered a derivative of 
French Impressionism, which emerged at the end of 
the nineteenth century. Realism and Populism went 
out of fashion and new ideas were born. Where French 
Impressionists, such as Renoir and Monet, applied a 
refined technique, Russian painters used a rougher and 
less bourgeois style, expressive and with bright colours. 
This movement came to a temporary end in 1917 when 
Lenin came to power and painting was only allowed for 
the benefit of the state. Social Realism developed rapidly 
and was mainly used for propaganda purposes under 
Stalin. Russian art had to contribute to the flourishing of 
communist society and there was no room for criticism.

The paintings of this period showed an idealized image 
of heavy industry, collective farming, intrepid soldier 
heroes and glorification of Soviet leaders. The paintings 
were forcedly optimistic in nature and produced without 
any artistic freedom. The Soviet artists were obliged 
to follow a thorough education at one of the great 
academies. This official training lasted six years, of 
which the first five years were exclusively intended for 
improving the technique. The last year of the training 
was entirely devoted to producing one major work with 
a strong Soviet theme. Access to these academies was 
particularly difficult and also required prior training, 
which could easily take ten years as a whole. Elected 
artists were eventually given the opportunity to occupy 
an academic dacha (a tiny cottage on the countryside) to 
work between equals and in an intellectual (and political) 
environment.

As soon as the cultural oppression diminished after 
Stalin’s death in the 1950s, the political message in art 
immediately gave way to expression and the artists 
returned to their old style. Russian Impressionism 
experienced a fresh revival during this period. The 
paintings no longer had academic accents, but showed 
a loose approach to painting. The brushstrokes were 

put down quickly, firmly and accurately, without an eye 
for detail, and the impressionistic use of color gave a 
constant change of sunlight and shadow effect.
 
A leading artist of Russian Impressionism is Konstantin 
Lomykin (1924-1993): a prominent member of the Odessa 
Group from Ukraine, a collective in the then Soviet 
Union. He was a dedicated artist, who painted directly 
from nature and had a keen eye for beauty and quality. 
He worked both academically and impressionistically, 
mastering the art of transitioning effortlessly from one 
style to another. He grew into a painter with an impressive 
oeuvre, who exhibited many times outside of Russia. 
Lomykin has always continued to paint figuratively, 
although some of his works show abstract features. He 
did not work from his imagination, but stood face to face 
with his subjects, so that his hands could feel what he was 
observing. In his work he allowed himself the freedom of 
his own angular line. He remained faithful to this angular 
way of painting for almost his entire life as a completely 
unique and always recognizable signature. Lomykin also 
had the gift of making use of perspective by working 
with subtle lighting effects. There are relatively many 
duplicate images in his oeuvre, these variations on the 
same theme gave him the opportunity to increase his 
quality and strive for perfection.

A Russian artist with a completely different visual 
language is Oskar Rabin (1948-1949), an avant-garde 
artist from the 1970s. Because of his non-conformist 
behaviour, Rabin was expelled from Russia in 1978 and 
settled in Paris. Rabin was the first non-conformist artist 
whose work was exhibited abroad. His style is also very 
recognizable thanks to the large black contours that 
he uses in his compositions to depict everyday objects 
and flowers. His works show still lifes and landscapes 
in the style of European Expressionism from the 1920s. 
His distorted perspective emphasizes the dramatic 
absurdity of Russian life at the time. His realistic subjects 
are portrayed with very expressive brushstrokes, 
making the colour areas almost reminiscent of Russian 
constructivism. Although many Russian dissidents found 
refuge in abstract painting, Rabin remained true to his 
memories of Russia.RUSSIAN A   TR
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19 
Vladimir Nikolaevich Nemukhin 
(Kaluga 1925 - Moscow 2016) 
Ballet Casino Nº 3 
Signed and dated 2000 lower centre 
Titled in the centre 
Signed, titled, dated 2000 on the reverse 
Oil, black chalk and collage on canvas, 69.9 x 50.1 cm 
Provenance: 
- Quaedvlieg Modern Fine Art, Maastricht 
- Private collection, the Netherlands  
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

18 
Vladimir Yakovlev  
(Balakha 1934 - Moscow 1998)  
Self Portrait 
Signed and dated 66 lower right 
Gouache on paper, 85.6 x 60.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Quaedvlieg Modern Fine Art, Maastricht 
- Private collection, the Netherlands  
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

17 
Marie Vorobieff Marevna 
(Kazan 1892 - London 1984) 
Young Nude 
Signed and dated 48 lower right 
Watercolour and pencil on paper, 63.9 x 49.6 cm 
Provenance: 
- Estate of Mt. Vernon, New York 
- RA Gallery, London (2019) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

17 18

19
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23 
Gennady Ustyugov  
(Tokmok 1937) 
Landscape, Fall Has Come, Soldier Is Returning Home, 
Gloomy Weather, Rain Is Falling 
Signed and titled in Cyrillic and dated 2003 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 77.4 x 99.9 cm 
Provenance: 
- Quaedvlieg Modern Fine Art, Maastricht 
- Private collection, the Netherlands  
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

21 
Gennady Ustyugov  
(Tokmok 1937) 
Young Lady With Hat 
Signed and titled in Cyrillic and dated 1997 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 70.4 x 50.2 cm  
Provenance: 
- Quaedvlieg Modern Fine Art, Maastricht 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

22 
Gennady Ustyugov  
(Tokmok 1937) 
Autumn Has Come 
Signed and titled in Cyrillic and dated 2003 on the reverse  
Oil on canvas, 70.2 x 50.2 cm 
Provenance: 
- Quaedvlieg Modern Fine Art, Maastricht 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 800 - 1.200 

20 
Gennady Ustyugov  
(Tokmok 1937) 
Young Woman Behind Window 
Signed and titled in Cyrillic and dated 2001 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 99.6 x 75.1 cm 
Provenance: 
- Quaedvlieg Modern Fine Art, Maastricht 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 800 - 1.200 

20

22

21

23
24

24 
Léopold Survage 
(Moscow 1879 - Paris 1968) 
Paysage (Landscape)  
Signed and dated 57 lower right 
Oil on canvas, 54.2 x 65.2 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie D’Eendt, Amsterdam 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 12.000 - 18.000 
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25

27

26

28

29

28 
Igor Tishin 
(Vasilpolye 1958) 
Untitled 
Signed lower right 
Oil on canvas, 120.2 x 100.2 cm 
Provenance:  
- Galerie de Twee Pauwen, The Hague 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

29 
Sergey Shablavin  
(Kirsanov 1944) 
Fantasy 
Signed and annotated Remembrance of the Sea in Cyrillic 
and dated 1992 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 95.3 x 95.3 cm 
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner 
Literature: 
B. Quaedvlieg, Sergey Shablavin: Non conformist. Non kon-
formist: between emptiness and hope, Maastricht, 2004, p. 
88-89 (ill.) 
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

25 
Konstantin Matveevich Lomykin 
(Glukhov 1924 - Odessa 1993) 
Seated Beauty 
Signed and dated 1963 lower right 
Signed, dated 1953 and annotated on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 109.9 x 99.4 cm 
€ 1.500 - 3.500 

26 
Konstantin Mefodevich Maksimov 
(Shatrovo 1913 - Moscow 1993) 
Dmitry Moor 
Signed with initials, titled and dated 1943 lower right 
Signed and annotated D.S. Moor Sketching in Cyrillic and 
dated 1943 on the reverse 
Watercolour and ink on paper, 32.4 x 25.8 cm 
€ 800 - 1.200 

27 
Andrei Andreevich Tutunov  
(Moscow 1928) 
Old Mill 
Signed and dated 61 lower left 
Oil on board, 69.3 x 81.5 cm 
€ 1.500 - 3.500 



Dutch painter, sculptor and poet Christiaan Karel Appel 
was born at the Dapperstraat in Amsterdam. From an 
early age, Karel Appel knew that he wanted to become a 
painter, although he was expected to work in his father’s 
hairdressing shop. After working as a barber for several 
years, he joined the Rijksacademie (State Academy of 
Fine Arts) in Amsterdam to study painting from 1942 to 
1944. At the academy he met and formed an intense 
bond with artists Corneille and Constant. 
In 1946, Appel had his first solo exhibition at Het 
Beerenhuis in Groningen as well as taking part in the 
exhibition called Jonge Schilders (‘Young Painters’) at the 
Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam later that year. In 1947, 
Appel travelled with Corneille to Liège and Paris where 
he was inspired by Picasso, Matisse and Dubuffet. By the 
end of this year, Appel wrote to Corneille: “Suddenly 
I’ve found it – from now on I will make more powerful 
and primitive work. Work more powerful than Picasso’s.” 
This comparison with Picasso illustrates Appel’s ambition 
as a painter. Few recognized the potential in Appel until 
art critic H. Klinkenberg wrote a positive article about 
Appel, and Ernest van Zuylen (a rich collector from 
Liège) began buying his art on an annual basis. 

On July 16 1948 the three artists Appel, Corneille 
and Constant, together with Anton Rooskens, Theo 
Wolvecamp and Jan Nieuwenhuys founded the Dutch 
Experimental Group. The group’s first publication 
was a strongly left-wing manifesto written largely by 
Constant. The manifesto was presented for the first 
time in Paris at the international conference ‘Centre 
Internationale de Documentation sur l’Art d’Avant-
garde’, where it was not well-received. Appel then 
founded the CoBrA group with a few Danish, Dutch 
and Belgian artists; a name that originated from an 
abbreviation of Copenhagen, Brussels and Amsterdam. 
Appel was inspired by primitive, outsider art and 
children’s drawings which he regarded as unspoiled and 
pure. The artist painted spontaneously and created his 
compositions whilst he worked. Whilst the Experimental 
Group’s work was not appreciated in the Netherlands, 
CoBrA was well received by the press in Denmark.  
 
To the artists’ own astonishment, CoBrA got an exhibition 
in 1949 at the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam. When 

the exhibition prompted great scandal, a disappointed 
Appel decided to move and settle in Paris in 1950. The 
Stedelijk exhibition was then brought to Paris where it 
was an enormous success. In 1953 Appel’s work was 
shown at the São Paulo Biennale, which marked the 
beginning of his international breakthrough. Hereafter, 
the artist was acclaimed and recognised by museums in 
Paris and New York.

After the break-up of CoBrA, Appel began to paint 
with thicker paint, becoming wilder and less controlled. 
He independently developed his own style. After 
1957, Appel regularly travelled to New York where he 
painted portraits of jazz musicians and his work became 
progressively more abstract. In 1968 he was finally given 
a solo exhibition at the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam. 
On the occasion of this exhibition, Appel explained his 
artistic method to Rudi Fuchs, the director of the Stedelijk 
museum at the time. Before beginning with a painting, 
he would take his time to stare at the canvas, but once 
he began painting he couldn’t repress his instinctual 
impulse to keep layering on more paint. Although it 
looked like he was a man possessed whilst he worked, 
he did take the time to mix the exact colour pigments. 
When the painting was nearly finished he would slow 
down and eventually only add single brush-strokes. 
Appel famously said: “I just mess around a bit. At the 
moment I am applying thick layers; using brushes, putty 
knives or my bare hands and I sometimes throw whole 
pots of paint at the canvas.” (Vrij Nederland 1961, during 
filming of ‘The Reality of Karel Appel ‘by Jan Vrijman).  

By 1990 Appel had four workshops: in New York, 
Connecticut, Monaco and Tuscany. He used the studio 
in New York to experiment with and renew his work. 
Because of the different light in Tuscany, paintings with 
the same themes had a totally different character. Appel’s 
techniques, like many great painters including Picasso, 
developed throughout his life. Karel Appel continued 
creating artwork until an old age. In 2006, Appel died 
and was buried at the famous Père-Lachaise cemetery 
in Paris. 

KAREL APPEL
(1921 - 2006)

© Nico Koster
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31 
Karel Appel 
(Amsterdam 1921 - Zürich 2006) 
Les Oiseaux 
Signed and dated 59 lower left 
Crayon, chalk, ink, watercolour and gouache on paper laid 
down on 62.2 x 79.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Auction Christie’s, London, 29 March 1988, lot 412 
- Private collection, the Netherlands, thence by descent to 
the present owner 
€ 15.000 - 20.000 

30 
Karel Appel 
(Amsterdam 1921 - Zürich 2006) 
Landscape (c. 1947) 
Signed lower right 
Oil on canvas, 24.2 x 31.6 cm 
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist, thence by descent to the 
present owner 
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

3130
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32 
Karel Appel 
(Amsterdam 1921 - Zürich 2006) 
Untitled (c. 1960) 
Oil, cloth, plastic and glue on board, 72.4 x 95.3 cm 
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist, thence by descent 
to the present owner  
€ 10.000 - 20.000 

32 33

33 
Karel Appel 
(Amsterdam 1921 - Zürich 2006) 
Sunset Manhattan 
Signed lower left 
Dated 84 lower right 
Oil on canvas, 182.8 x 244.3 cm 
Provenance: 
- Annina Nosei Gallery, New York 
- Collection Stéphane Janssen, USA 
- Auction Christie’s, New York, 12 May 2010, lot 321 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Literature: 
S. Hunter, Karel Appel, Recent Paintings and Sculpture:  
Clouds, Windmill, Nudes and Other Mythologies, Museum 
 of Art, Fort Lauderdale, Florida USA, 1986, pl. 15 (ill.)

 
“I just mess around. Nowadays, I put the paint on quite 

thickly, I throw the paint against it with brushes, putty  
knives and my bare hands, I sometimes even throw  

whole paint pots on top of them at the same time.”  
Exhibited: 
- Museum of Art, Fort Lauderdale, Karel Appel, Recent Pain-
tings and Sculpture: Clouds, Windmill, Nudes and Other My-
thologies, 1 October - 30 November 1986 
- Arizona State University Art Museum, Tempe, CoBrA, During 
and After, February - May 2003 
Note: 
Including a certificate of authenticity by J.W. Nieuwenhuizen 
Segaar, with archive number 120721 and dated July 2012. 
€ 40.000 - 60.000

 
This lot is sold to benefit the Future Hope Organisation in 
India (www.futurehope.net).

- Karel Appel, quote published in Vrij Nederland, 29 January 1955
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34

35

34 
Karel Appel 
(Amsterdam 1921 - Zürich 2006) 
Un Délire à Pleine Gorge (Clamorous Frenzy) (1986) 
Signed lower right 
Oil on canvas, 81 x 60 cm 
Provenance: 
- Auction Sotheby’s, London, 22 June 2006, lot 182 
- Private collection, the Netherlands  
€ 25.000 - 35.000 

35 
Karel Appel  
(Amsterdam 1921 - Zürich 2006)  
‘De Schilderskist’ van Karel Appel: Kijk leef speel met Karel 
Appel (1977) 
The wooden box with silkscreen cover, comprising a table of 
contents, the signed photobook Het gezicht van Appel (The 
Face of Appel), a wood relief painted in colours Bloem met 
blauwe ogen (Bloom With Blue Eyes) and the set of seven 
silkscreens in colours, titled Hier ben ik, Hoofden als bloe-
men, Spelend in het blauw, Leef met mij, De indiaan, Kijk 
naar mij, De tovenaar and Het gele hoofd. On wove paper, 
each silkscreen signed, dated 1977 and numbered 49/300 
(aside from the edition of 300 there were also 50 hors com-
merce copies)  
Published by Galerie Nova Spectra, The Hague 
Relief H. approx. 47 cm  
Perspex box H. 59 x W. 59 x D. 10 cm  
Each silkscreen approx. 50 x 50 cm 
Box 54.2 x 54.2 x 14.5 cm  
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands (c. 1980) 
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

“Through play, we renew 
contact with childhood -  
My art is childlike.” 
- Karel Appel
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38

39

36 
Karel Appel 
(Amsterdam 1921 - Zürich 2006) 
Clown d’Amsterdam (1978) 
Signed lower left and with number 124/130 lower right 
Colour woodcut with carborundum, 75.4 x 57.7 cm 
€ 800 - 1.200 

37 
Lucebert 
(Amsterdam 1924 - Alkmaar 1994) 
Untitled 
Signed lower right and dated 84.III.30 lower right 
Crayon and chalk on paper, 58.4 x 40.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Espace, Amsterdam 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 800 - 1.200 

39 
Lucebert 
(Amsterdam 1924 - Alkmaar 1994) 
Untitled 
Signed and dated ‘77.VII.30 lower centre 
Mixed media on paper, 69.8 x 100 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 2.500 - 3.500 

38 
Lucebert 
(Amsterdam 1924 - Alkmaar 1994) 
Untitled 
Signed and dated ‘93.XII lower centre 
Mixed media on cardboard, 68.9 x 99 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 2.500 - 3.500 



Both visual artist and poet, a double talent
Lucebert, pseudonym for Lubertus Jacobus Swaanswijk, is a 
renowned and beloved visual artist and poet. He is considered 
to be one of the greatest Dutch twentieth century poets. In 
1965 he was granted the ‘Constantijn Huygens Award’, in 
1967 the ‘P.C Hooft Award’, in 1983 the ‘Prijs der Nederlandse 
Letteren’ (Award for Dutch literature) and in 1990 the ‘Jacobus 
van Looy Award’ for his entire oeuvre. As a poet he belonged 
to the Dutch literary movement ‘De Vijftigers’, a group of 
experimental writers, who hailed him as their ‘Emperor’. 
According to Lucebert, poetry should not just describe the 
world, it should rather encompass the world. Both in his 
poetry and in his paintings several themes are communicated, 
including all aspects of life, even its demonic dark side.
In the second half of the 1940s, before his international 
breakthrough, Lucebert lived a wandering life. Even as a 
wanderer he was very productive in making poems and 
drawings. Not a single scrap of paper remained vacant in his 
hands. As a visual artist he played a key role in the establishment 
of CoBrA, which he joined in 1949. However, Lucebert soon 
disconnected himself from groups and movements. Yet, he 
became well known because of his double artistry.
Around 1952 his wanderer’s life ended, when he met Tony 
Koek, his future wife. They opted for a loft in Amsterdam as 
their home, exchanging Amsterdam for Bergen, an artists’ 
village in the province of Noord-Holland, a year later. It was 
there that they could stay in a garden cottage, owned by the 
poet Gerrit Kouwenaar’s sister. As a member of the Artists’ 
Centre in Bergen he received his first social benefits for artists 
in 1954. After having been granted the ‘Constantijn Huygens 
Award’ in 1965, Lucebert bought a second house in Javea, 
near Alicante, in Spain. From that year onward he alternately 
lived in Bergen and Javea, Spain.

Lucebert and his spouse
Some people say that there is a powerful woman behind every 
successful man. Lucebert is no exception: to Tony Swaanswijk 
her husband’s work was her life, even after his death in 
1994. They were inseparable since the day they had met in 
Amsterdam. Although they were extremely poor at that time, it 
had not been a problem for them. Thanks to his wife, Lucebert 
could focus on his poetry and drawings entirely. Initially he did 
not paint, for there was no money for buying oil paint or a 
canvas. According to his wife, the artist was not interested in 
making money with his art. Tony Swaanswijk: “We were happy 
with the way we led our lives. We had beans for dinner, which 
I podded myself and every night we put the kettle on in order 
to sterilize diapers.”
Lucebert hated conforming to certain conventions and rules, 
he wanted to be free spirited and disengaged. Every morning 
at 9 o’clock he started working in his studio, where he used 
to stay the whole day till late at night. Often his friends came 
to see him, but he himself seldom went out. Tony Swaanswijk 
kept his administration and went to exhibitions abroad on his 
behalf, because he had fear of flying. After his death she was in 
charge of his legacy. Although the entailed obligations became 
a bit of a burden to her, she definitely did not want to give 
them up: “Life with him was so interesting, that meant more 
than enough to me. We were so close and connected. I took 
care of the daily chores so that he could work uninterrupted. I 
could not have imagined a life more beautiful than this.” 

Lucebert and his work
From 1957 till 1962 Lucebert made many paintings, which were 
sold rapidly. In an interview with Jens Christian Jensen Lucebert 
explains his high productivity by pointing at his drawings: by 
having made all those drawings before 1957, it felt as if he had 
been making preparations for his paintings all those years. His 
drawing experience enabled him to express himself on canvas. 
Lucebert stated: “ I find it rather difficult to discuss the themes 
reflected in my work. Indeed, there are images, figures, that 
give me direction and that shape my personal mythology, so 
to speak. They keep addressing me unstoppably: this is my 
inner world of forms. However, not only figures and images, 
but also the way in which I apply colours and shapes onto the 
canvas are derived from my inner world.”
Lucebert depicted humans and animals in an imaginative, 
deformed way. He had a rather grotesque, satirical and almost 
pessimist view of human beings. According to the artist his 
figures reflect the schizophrenic and paranoid character of 
mankind. Lucebert saw himself as a drawer, rather than a 
painter. He felt that his colour blindness hindered him while 
painting, but it was no obstacle while drawing. From the mid-
1960s untill the beginning of the 1980s he focussed more on 
visual art than on poetry. His painted works were appreciated 
just as much as his written works. In 1962 he was granted an 
important ‘Marzotto Award’ by the European Community. 
In 1983, the year he received the prestigious ‘Prijs der 
Nederlandse Letteren’, he was commissioned by the 
‘Letterkundig Museum’ in The Hague to make a huge mural. 
It consisted of six panels, each three meters high and eight 
meters wide. Lucebert depicted arguing Dutch literators 
dressed as Olympic Gods. In 1990 he was granted the 
‘Jacobus van Looy Award’ for his achievements as a double 
talent. This award is granted every 5 years to an artist who 
distinguished himself in both literature and visual art. Another 
laureate of this award was the painter and poet Armando. In 
the 1960s Lucebert started to take interest in photography. He 
exhibited his work on request in Amsterdam and Bergen. As 
photographer, Lucebert was characterized by art critic Hille 
Kleinstra as someone “who observes people with a childlike 
perception”.

Although as a poet Lucebert made use of numerous words, as a 
painter he worked with silence: “While painting there is a total 
absence of language. Some painters speak out loud, while 
painting they moan, sigh, swear and command themselves, 
but I am dead silent. One can hear a pin drop, but no words 
are spoken”.

On Lucebert’s request his widow donated a large part of the 
collection to the Dutch governement in 2006. He wanted his 
art to be accessible to the public. The ‘Stedelijk Museum’ in 
Amsterdam also owns an elaborate Lucebert collection that 
reflects both his talents. This collection is a combination of 
paintings, acquired by the Stedelijk Museum over the years, 
complemented by a collection of books, graphics and other 
Lucebert paraphernalia, which were collected by dentist Kees 
Groenendijk and his wife Pau Voûte. The Groenendijk-Voûte 
collection was acquired by the Stedelijk Museum in 1986. 

LUCEBERT
(1924 - 1994)
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41

41 
Lucebert 
(Amsterdam 1924 - Alkmaar 1994) 
Pol 91: Het fatale hoefijzer (Pol 91: The Fatal Horseshoe)
Signed and dated ‘92 lower left 
Titled on the stretcher 
Oil on canvas, 99.9 x 80 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 5.000 - 8.000 

40 
Lucebert 
(Amsterdam 1924 - Alkmaar 1994) 
Katten (Cats) (1958) 
Signed lower right 
Dated 58/3 on the reverse 
Oil on plywood, 44.4 x 64.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Court Gallery, Copenhagen  
- Auction Christie’s, Amsterdam, 5 June 2007, lot 215 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Note: 
In artist’s frame. 
€ 20.000 - 30.000 

40
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43

44

42

43 
Carl-Henning Pedersen 
(Copenhagen 1913 - 2007) 
Untitled 
Signed with initials and dated ’49 lower right 
Watercolour and Indian ink on paper, 40.1 x 54.6 cm 
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

44 
Corneille  
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010) 
Cat 
Signed, dated 24 okt ‘92 and annotated Voor Justine en Nico 
- Restaurant Hosokawa lower centre 
Mixed media on canvas laid down on panel, 30 x 28.1 cm 
€ 800 - 1.200 

42 
Lucebert 
(Amsterdam 1924 - Alkmaar 1994) 
Pol: 94 de Uren en Hun Buren (Pol: 94 the Hours and Their 
Neighbours) 
Signed, dated ’94 and annotated Javea lower right 
Oil on canvas, 114.8 x 145 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Willy Schoots, Eindhoven 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
- Auction AAG, Amsterdam, 15 June 2014, lot 126 
- Private collection, Paris 
Literature: 
J.Chr. Jensen, Lucebert Schilder: wording en analyse van zijn 
schilderkunst, SUN, Nijmegen, 2001, page 235, plate 117 (ill.) 
Note: 
Together with the aforementioned book.

Lucebert was a poet as well as a painter. In 1949 he joined 
the international art movement CoBrA and as a poet he be-
longed to the experimental group of ‘de Vijftigers’. Quite 
soon after Lucebert disengaged himself from groups and 
movements, he gained fame and recognition as both a poet 
and a painter. He was awarded many prizes, but lived a rather 
reclusive life. In 1965 Lucebert was awarded the Constantijn 
Huygens award and he bought a second home in Javea, 
near Alicante in Spain. From then on he divided his time 
between Bergen and Javea and worked on expanding his 
oeuvre. Lucebert depicted human or animal figures in fantas-
tic disguises, he regarded and depicted man in a grotesque, 
satirical, almost pessimistic manner. According to the artist 
the figures and forms reflect the schizophrenic and paranoid 
nature of the human species. Lydia Rood wrote a horror book 
for children inspired by twenty of his works. In each chapter a 
painting by Lucebert takes the lead. Pol, the central character, 
ends up in a cabinet of curiosities with strange figures derived 
from the work of Lucebert. Griezelen met Lucebert (2007) 
showcases Roods literary talents: unconventional imagination, 
resourcefulness and a direct style. 
€ 9.000 - 12.000 
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46 
Theo Wolvecamp  
(Hengelo 1925 - Amsterdam 1992) 
Owl 
With estate stamps on the reverse 
Oil on board, 34.2 x 23.8& cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection Villa Mondriaan, Winterswijk, acquired  
directly from the family of the artist 
€ 2.000 - 3.000 

45 
Theo Wolvecamp  
(Hengelo 1925 - Amsterdam 1992) 
Self Portrait 
With estate stamps on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 40.3 x 50.1 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection Villa Mondriaan, Winterswijk, acquired 
directly from the family of the artist 
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

45

46

47

47 
Finn Pedersen 
(Bornholm 1944) 
Komposition (Composition) 
Signed lower left and lower centre 
Signed and titled on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 80.2 x 99.8 cm 
€ 600 - 1.000 
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50 
Corneille  
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010) 
Claudia et Saskia à Amsterdam (Claudia and Saskia in Am-
sterdam)  
Signed, titled and dated 19 Avril ‘89 upper right 
Oil, ink, crayon and charcoal on paper, 69.6 x 99.3 cm 
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

49 
Corneille  
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010) 
Madelon 
Signed, titled and dated 11 decembre ‘89 upper right 
Gouache, ink and charcoal on paper, 69.4 x 99.1 cm 
€ 2.500 - 4.500 

49

50

48 
Corneille  
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010) 
Collection of Works from the Artist’s Studio 
Consisting of two sketchbooks and 24 works on paper in 
different techniques and different dimensions.  
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist, thence by descent to the 
present owner  
(26x)  
€ 1.500 - 3.500 

48
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51

52 53

52 
Corneille 
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010) 
Pigeon 
Signed and numbered HC 3/12 below the tail 
With foundry mark Binder Bronsgietery on the bottom 
Bronze on marble foot, 59.3 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

53 
Corneille 
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010) 
Katvogel (Cat Bird) 
Signed and numbered EA 7/12 on the tail 
With foundry mark Binder Bronsgietery on the bottom 
Bronze on marble foot, 73.2 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

51 
Corneille 
(Liège 1922 - Paris 2010) 
Katvis (Cat Fish) 
Signed and numbered EA 5/9 on the tail 
With foundry mark Binder Bronsgietery on the bottom 
Bronze on marble foot, 58.9 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 4.000 - 6.000 
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55

56

58

57

55 
Eugène Brands 
(Amsterdam 1913 - 2002) 
Little Play Without Rules 
Signed and dated 4.59 upper left 
Signed, titled, dated 26 april 1959-2 and numbered 2113/
Vak.3 
Oil on paper, 19.8 x 29.8 cm 
€ 1.500 - 3.000  
 
56 
Eugène Brands  
(Amsterdam 1913 - 2002) 
“Een landschap” (A Landscape) 
Signed lower left 
Signed, titled, dated 1976-3 and numbered 5968 on the  
reverse 
Gouache on paper, 39.8 x 46.7 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection Villa Mondriaan, Winterswijk 
€ 1.200 - 1.800 

54 
Eugène Brands 
(Amsterdam 1913 - 2002) 
Landschap met Bootjes (Landscape With Boats) 
Signed and dated 12.1953 lower left 
Oil on paper laid down on board, 23.4 x 27.5 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Krikhaar, Amsterdam (1980) (incl. copy of invoice) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Note: 
Dutch artist Eugène Brands preferred to retreat to the sur-
roundings of his studio. Here he created his own ‘microcosm’, 
in which he surrounded himself with his most important sour-
ces of inspiration - including music, ethnography and know-
ledge about the universe. From this domestic environment, 
Brands reflected - with reference to his work - on the macro-
cosm and the related existential questions about existence. 
In his CoBrA period, Brands left the Surrealist elements in his 
work behind and painted in a free, (lyrical) abstract style. He 
alternated making gouaches and large oil canvases with the 
practice of ‘reliefs of painted wood and found materials. He 
shared his interest in folk art and Surrealism with the other 
CoBrA members.  
€ 2.000 - 3.000 

54

59 
Lucassen 
(Amsterdam 1939) 
Klassieke Arte 
Signed with initials and dated 95 lower centre 
Ink, pencil, collage and cut out on paper, 28.8 x 23.4 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Nouvelles Images, The Hague 
- Private collection Villa Mondriaan, Winterswijk 
€ 600 - 1.000 

57 
Eugène Brands  
(Amsterdam 1913 - 2002) 
Dark Table II  
Signed, titeld, dated 20 Juni 188-2 and numbered 8372 on 
the reverse 
Gouache on paper, 26.1 x 37 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection Villa Mondriaan, Winterswijk 
€ 800 - 1.200  
 
58 
Eugène Brands  
(Amsterdam 1913 - 2002) 
Starlight 
Signed with initials lower left 
Signed, titled, annotated een compositie (goauche), dated 
1988-7 and numbered 8405 on the reverse 
Gouache on paper, 49.6 x 56.2 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection Villa Mondriaan, Winterswijk 
€ 1.200 - 1.800 

59
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62 
Wim Strijbosch 
(Amsterdam 1928 - 1968) 
Dierlijk Bewogen (Animal Moved)  
Signed and dated ’61 lower right 
Titled on artist’s label on the stretcher 
Oil on canvas, 115.1 x 165.1 cm 
Provenance: 
Family of the artist 
Note: 
In artist’s frame. 
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

62

61 
Nico Molenkamp 
(Enschede 1920 - Tilburg 1998) 
“Vogel” (Bird)  
Signed lower right 
Signed, titled, numbered 22 and annotated Tilburg on the 
stretcher 
Oil on canvas in artist’s frame, 152.4 x 152.4 cm 
€ 600 - 1.000 

60 
Wim Strijbosch 
(Amsterdam 1928 - 1968) 
Untitled 
Signed and dated ’58 centre right 
Titled on artist’s label on the stretcher 
Oil on canvas, 79.8 x 109.6 cm 
Provenance: 
Family of the artist 
Note: 
In artist’s frame. 
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

60

61
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64

65

64 
Kees Verwey 
(Amsterdam 1900 - Haarlem 1995) 
Stilleven (Still Life) 
Signed lower left 
Watercolour on paper, 67.7 x 49 cm 
Provenance: 
- Kunsthandel M.L. de Boer, Amsterdam (inv. no. 5529) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

63 
Kees van Bohemen 
(The Hague 1928 - 1985) 
Woman 
Signed and dated 80 lower right 
Gouache and oil on paper laid down on board,  
99.9 x 75.3 cm 
Provenance: 
- Auction Christie’s, Amsterdam, 30 May 2006, lot 116 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

63

65 
Kees van Bohemen 
(The Hague 1928 - 1985) 
Jeune Fille (Young Lady)  
Signed and dated 64 lower right 
Oil on burlap, 119.9 x 119.9 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, Amsterdam 
Exhibited: 
Haags Gemeentemuseum, The Hague, Kees van Bohemen, 
30 September - 29 October 1964, cat. no. 13 
€ 3.000 - 5.000 
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71 
Paul Balmer 
(South Africa 1964) 
Of Light & Shadow (2007) 
Signed lower right 
Signed and titled on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 121.7 x 152.4 cm 
Provenance: 
- Etienne & Van den Doel Gallery, Oisterwijk (2007) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 800 - 1.200 

69 
Reimond Kimpe 
(Gent 1885 - Middelburg 1970) 
Stilleven met Pul en Schelp (Still Life With Jug and Shell) 
Signed lower left 
Oil on canvas, 60.6 x 50.6 cm 
€ 1.000 - 3.000  
 
70 
Tom Slaughter 
(New York 1955 - 2014) 
Untitled 
Signed with monogram lower left 
Signed and dated 1988 on the reverse 
Acrylic on canvas, 137.3 x 172.4 cm 
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

70

71

68 
Jan van Heel 
(Rotterdam 1898 - The Hague 1990) 
Hondje (Little Dog) 
Signed and dated 55 lower left 
Signed and titled on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 60 x 50.1 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie De Krijtkring, Hoorn 
- Auction Christie’s, Amsterdam, 2 July 2003, lot 420 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

66 
Jaap Nanninga 
(Winschoten 1904 - The Hague 1962) 
Composition 
Signed and dated ’60 lower right 
Mixed media on paper, 37.5 x 46.9 cm 
€ 1.000 - 2.000  
 
67 
Will Leewens 
(The Hague 1923 - 1986) 
“Echo van het morgenlicht” (Echo of the Morning Light)  
Signed and titled on the stretcher  
Oil on canvas, 72.1 x 91.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Auction Sotheby’s, Amsterdam, 1 June 1994, lot 13 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

66

68

67

69



edged composition and representational art. By using 
impersonal, mundane reality and irony they ‘defused’ 
the personal symbolism of Abstract Expressionism. By 
contrast, the origins of Pop art in post-War Britain were 
more academic. Early pop art in Britain was a matter of 
ideas fuelled by American popular culture ‘when viewed 
from afar’. 
 
In 1957 pop artist Richard Hamilton (1922-2011) listed 
the ‘characteristics of pop art’ in a letter to his friends the 
architects Peter and Alison Smithson:
“Pop Art is: Popular (designed for a mass audience), 
Transient (short-term solution), Expendable (easily 
forgotten), Low cost, Mass produced, Young (aimed at 

The 1950s were the starting point of Pop Art (popular art),  
a name coined by British art critic Lawrence Alloway (1926-
1990). This art movement started almost simultaneously 
in the United Kingdom and the United States and would 
become known worldwide. Pop artists partly rebelled 
against the serious and conceptual character of the 
until then prevailing art movement ‘American Abstract 
Expressionism’. Through presentation of a challenge to 
traditions of fine art by including imagery from popular 
and mass culture, such as advertising, comic books and 
mundane mass-produced objects, Pop artists intended 
to make art accessible again. In response to the resulting 
gap between society and the arts, these artists began to 
use everyday utensils – mass-produced products and all 

kinds of other potentially reproducible objects as motifs 
to ‘glorify’ consumer society. Images of celebrities and 
the political climate of the 1960s also served as themes. 
Subjects were taken from commercials, television, 
newspapers, magazines, as well as comics. Although 
no general style or technique was used, Pop art can 
be characterised by the use of symbols, bright colours, 
enlargements and repetitions of a subject and the use 
of unusual materials. Andy Warhol (1923-1987) and Roy 
Lichtenstein (1923-1997) are counted among the most 
important Pop artist. 
The origins of Pop art in North America developed 
differently from Great Britain. In the United States, pop 
art was a response by artists; it marked a return to hard-

youth), Witty, Sexy, Gimmicky, Glamorous, Big business.”
Modernist critics were horrified by the Pop artists’ use 
of such ‘low’ subject matter and by their apparently 
uncritical treatment of it. In fact pop art both took into 
new areas of subject matter and developed new ways 
of presenting it in art and can be seen as one of the first 
manifestations of Postmodernism.
 
Although both British and American pop art began during 
the 1950s, Marcel Duchamp (1887-1968) and others in 
Europe like Man Ray (1890-1976) predate the movement; 
in addition there were some earlier American proto-
pop origins which utilized ‘as found’ cultural objects. 

Keith Haring
Keith Haring (1958-1990) was one of the most influential 
artists and most active social activists of New York 
urban street culture of the 1980s. During his short but 
successful career, he has held more than a hundred 
exhibitions, collaborated with numerous artists and 
dedicated himself to society. Topics such as exploitation, 
capitalism, drug abuse, racism, homophobia and AIDS 
are often present in his works.

While studying at the School of Visual Arts, Keith 
began drawing madly and experimenting with video, 
installation, performance and writing in order to develop 
his own style. He admired artists such as Jean Dubuffet 
(1901-1985), Pierre Alechinsky (1927) and William 
Burroughs (1914-1997), but Haring was mainly inspired 
in New York by the spontaneity and idiosyncrasy of the 
graffiti he painted on the street and in the subway. saw: 
“One day, riding the subway, I saw this empty black 
panel where an advertisement was supposed to go. I 
immediately realized that this was the perfect place to 
draw. I went back above ground to a card shop and 
bought a box of white chalk, went back down and did 
a drawing on it. It was perfect – soft black paper; chalk 
drew on it really easily. “

From 1980 to 1985, Haring drew hundreds of these 
types of subway drawings, sometimes as many as forty 
in one day. The New York subway travellers began to 
recognize Haring and his works, chatted with him, and 
left his works alone because of the fragile chalk. The 
police were less of a fan: Haring was arrested several 
times while making his subway drawings. Because of 
this risk, he always had to act quickly. Around 1984 he 
became so popular that people started to steal and sell 
his drawings. In 1981 he had his first solo exhibition in 
New York and his exhibition at the Tony Shafrazi Gallery in 
Soho. During this period Haring also made international 
breakthroughs and he travelled all over the world for 
exhibitions, painting advertising campaigns, theatre sets 
and murals. Keith Haring died on February 16, 1990, at 
the age of 31, from AIDS-related complications.



74 75

72 
Keith Haring 
(Reading 1958 - New York City 1990) 
Apocalypse X 
Signed, dated 88 and indistinctly numbered ap lower right, 
aside from the edition of 90 (there were also 20 artist’s proofs) 
Printed by Rupert Jasen Smith, New York, published by 
George Mulder, Amsterdam 
Colour silkscreen on museum board, 96.4 x 96.2 cm

72

73

73 
Keith Haring 
(Reading 1958 - New York City 1990) 
For East Meets West 
Signed, titled and dated 1982 lower centre 
With artist’s business card attached to the reverse 
Felt pen drawing on a cardboard announcement with Chinese 
text, 78.3 x 96.6 cm 
Provenance: 
- The Proposition Gallery, New York (1982) 
- Bought at the above by the present owner

 
Provenance: 
- Auction Christie’s, Amsterdam, 30 November 2000, lot 476 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Literature: 
K. Littmann, Keith Haring - Editions on Paper 1982-1990: The 
Complete Printed Works, Catz, Berlin, 1997, p. 109 (ill.) 
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

 
Note: 
The cardboard announcement base that Haring used for this 
drawing was found by him in China Town, New York.  
On the attached business card the phone number is written of 
Julia Gruen, his former studio manager and current executive 
director of The Keith Haring Foundation. 
 
During his time at the School of Visual Arts, Keith Haring dis-
cerned art in the graffiti in the New York metro. Soon Haring 
developed a unique style of visual communication through his 
paintings and films. His drawings on billboards in the subway 
and on the streets of NYC became more and more famous. 
Commercialization allowed Haring’s art to be easier accessi-
ble and more affordable. Haring made his art widely available 
through the location of his subway art and art on billboards. 
€ 10.000 - 20.000 



76 77

75 
Mr. Brainwash (Thierry Guetta) 
(Garges-lès-Gonesse 1966) 
Art is Not a Crime 
Signed lower right 
Edition of 300 
Silkcreen, 101.1 x 65.8 cm 
€ 1.500 - 2.500  
 
 
76 
Mr. Brainwash (Thierry Guetta) 
(Garges-lès-Gonesse 1966) 
Untitled (Paste Up) 
Signed with initials lower right 
Silkscreen, watercolour and spray paint on paper,  
72.5 x 49.4 cm 
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

74 
Jean-Michel Basquiat 
(Brooklyn 1960 - New York City 1988)  
Untitled (Arsenic) 
Signed and dated 86 lower right 
With original drawing centre left 
Felt pen on the exhibition poster of Portrait of a Collector: 
Stephane Janssen, 99 x 61.9 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Parade, Amsterdam  
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Note: 
Jean-Michel Basquiat was an American artist who rose to 
success during the 1980s. Regarded as one of the most in-
fluential artists of the twentieth century, he was part of the 
Neo-expressionism movement. 
Basquiat’s art focused on dichotomies such as wealth versus 
poverty, integration versus segregation, and inner versus 
outer experience. He appropriated poetry, drawing, and pain-
ting, and married text and image, abstraction, figuration, and 
historical information mixed with contemporary critique. He 
used social commentary in his paintings as a tool for intros-
pection and for identifying with his experiences in the Black 
community of his time, as well as attacks on power structures 
and systems of racism. His visual poetics were acutely politi-
cal and direct in their criticism of colonialism and support for 
class struggle. 
€ 6.000 - 10.000 

75 76
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“I don’t think about art while 
I work... I try to think about 
life.” - Jean-Michel Basquiat



78 79

80 
Cédric Bouteiller 
(Rognac 1970) 
Rêveuse (Dreamer)  
Signed lower right 
Mixed media on Perspex, 49.8 x 49.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Kunsthuis, Amsterdam (2018) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 600 - 1.000 

79 
Heinz Mack 
(Lollar 1931) 
Station 1. Die Lichtstelen (From: Sahara Edition) (1972-1975) 
Signed and numbered 90/130 lower right 
Embossed aluminium on colour silkscreen on cardboard, in an 
object frame with silkscreen on glass, 80.5 x 100.6 cm 
Provenance: 
- Auction Venduehuis Den Haag, 15 November 2017, lot 121  
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Literature: 
Mack 208 
Note: 
This is Station 1 (of 13) from the set Sahara-Edition, published 
in 1975 by Junior Galerie, Düsseldorf (with label attached to 
the backing). 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

77 
Alexander Calder 
(Philadelphia 1898 - New York City 1976) 
Taches de Rousseur, Pl. 2  
from La Mémoire Élémentaire) (c. 1976) 
Signed lower right 
Numbered 18/100 lower left 
Published by Éditions de la Différence, Paris, printed by Arts-
-Litho, Paris 
Colour lithograph, 52 x 71.5 cm 
€ 800 - 1.200  

78 
Belkis Ayón 
(Havana 1967 - 1999)  
Untitled  
Signed and dated 92 lower right 
Signed and dated 92 in the stone lower right 
Numbered 54/100 lower left 
Published by Van Reekum Museum, Apeldoorn 
Offset lithograph, 48.8 x 69.9 cm 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

77

79 80 81

78

81 
Joan Miró 
(Montroig 1893 - Palma de Mallorca 1983) 
L’Oiseau Destructeur (1969) 
Signed lower right 
Numbered 32/75 lower left 
Published by Maeght, Paris 
Etching, aquatint and carborundum in colours, 71.8 x 93.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Gallery Delaive, Amsterdam (1999) (incl. copy of invoice) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Literature: 
D. 512 
€ 6.000 - 10.000 
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82 83

85 
Joe Andoe  
(Tulsa 1955) 
Horse (Black) (1995) 
Signed lower right 
Numbered AP 4/4 (aside the edition of 12) 
Published by Lococo Fine Arts, Inc., St. Louis, Missouri 
Silkscreen, 101.6 x 121.9 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 600 - 1.000 

86 
Joe Andoe  
(Tulsa 1955) 
Two Horses (2x) 
Cardboard portfolio comprising two silkscreens, each signed 
and numbered HC 7/15 
Each silkscreen 107.5 x 107.5 cm (diagonal) / 76 x 76 cm 
(side) 
Published by Lococo Fine Arts, Inc., St. Louis, Missouri 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 600 - 1.000 

82 
Julian Schnabel 
(Brooklyn 1951) 
La Blusa Rosa (c. 1995) 
Signed lower right  
Colour silkscreen with monotype and resin on paper, 101.6 x 
81.3 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 3.000 - 5.000  
 
 
83 
Julian Schnabel 
(Brooklyn 1951) 
Otono Floral (c. 1995) 
Signed lower right  
Colour silkscreen with monotype and resin on paper, 101.8 x 
75.5 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

84 
Joe Andoe  
(Tulsa 1955) 
Horse (White) (1995) 
Signed lower right 
Numbered AP 4/4 (aside the edition of 12) 
Published by Lococo Fine Arts, Inc., St. Louis, Missouri 
Silkscreen, 101.6 x 121.9 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 600 - 1.000 

84

86a

85

86b



82 83

88 
Murat Germen 
(Istanbul 1965) 
Muta-Morphosis #22 - London 
Signed, with title, date 2010 and number 1/12 on a label on 
the reverse 
C-print face mounted on dibond, 59.6 x 59.9 cm 
Provenance:  
- Gallery Artitled Contemporary Art, Berghem (2011) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.000 - 3.000  
 
 
89 
Hendrik Kerstens 
(The Hague 1956) 
Paula Januari 1999 (Paula January 1999)  
Signed, signed with fingerprint, with number 1 of 10 and da-
ted 5 oktober 2002 on a label on the reverse 
Signed, signed with fingerprint, with number 1 of 10 and da-
ted 5 oktober 2002 on a label on the backing of the frame 
C-print, 75.7 x 60.7 cm  
Provenance: 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
- Auction AAG, Amsterdam, 10 December 2007, lot 317 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.500 - 3.500 

87 
Josephine Pryde 
(Alnwick 1967) 
Old Glass Stacks VI 
Signed with initials, dated 2002 and numbered 1/1 on the 
backing of the frame 
Lamba Print on foamboard, 90.2 x 90.2 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Michael Neff, Frankfurt 
- Private collection, Amsterdam 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

87

88

89

90

90 
Erwin Olaf 
(Hilversum 1959) 
Composition With Two Women (1984) 
Gelatin silver print mounted on board, 100 x 100 cm 
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner

 
Note: 
The Dutch photographer Erwin Olaf often explores, across his 
photographic series, women exhibiting confidence regardless 
of whether they conform to ideals of beauty. Never one to 
shy away from controversy, his work is daring and provocative. 
Olaf often focuses on the nude body - a classical and traditi-
onal theme that has been a cornerstone of art history - while 
aiming to make the viewer appreciate skin and sensation, 
beauty and the body, without prejudice. 
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

“I am an aesthete. I don’t like reality.” - Erwin Olaf



84 85

92 
Anton Corbijn 
(Strijen 1955) 
Miles Davis 
Montreal 1985 
Signed on a label attached to the backing of the frame 
Edition number 7 of 10 
Black and white photograph on acid free board in wooden 
frame, 144 x 100.1 cm 
Provenance: 
- Torch Gallery, Amsterdam 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Note: 
Anton Johannes Gerrit Corbijn van Willenswaard is a Dutch 
photographer, film director and music video director. He is 
best known for his black-and-white portraits of artists shot 
with slow shutter speeds to allow for the subtle movements 
and gestures of his subjects. “I feel the imperfection is much 
closer to how life is than perfection” the artist has said. 
Corbijn began his career as a music photographer when he 
saw the Dutch musician Herman Brood playing in a café in 
Groningen around 1975. In 2015, the artist was the subject of 
the exhibition Anton Corbijn 1-2-3-4 at the Fotomuseum Den 
Haag, which included over 300 of his most iconic images. 
Living and working in The Hague, the Netherlands, Corbijn is 
currently focused on feature-length films. 
€ 15.000 - 20.000 

91 
Victor Burgin 
(Sheffield 1941) 
The End (1994) 
Edition of 3 
Photograph, 90.4 x 213.4 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Liliane & Michel Durand-Dessert, Paris 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

91

92

“Photography was the only thing that mattered in my 
life and I have everything.” - Anton Corbijn



Dutch photographer, graphic designer and film director 
Anton Corbijn sees himself as a combination of a classic 
portrait photographer and a documentary photographer 
who captures people in their own natural environment. As 
an autodidact, he was inspired by the unruly documentary 
photography of Ed van der Elksen (1925-1990) from the 
1970s. This resulted in Corbijn’s characteristic style with 
dramatic effects, strong contrasts and a solid grain. To date, 
Corbijn’s work has had a major influence on international 
music and portrait photography. Anton Corbijn himself 
grew by capturing icons into an icon in contemporary 
photography. Corbijn now only photographs as a hobby, 
with his characteristic dry humor he answered the question 
whether he still photographed bands as follows: “I no 
longer accept projects with new music bands. After K3 
heard that I didn’t want to photograph them, they broke 
up. The blow was too big for them.”

The creative and idiosyncratic way in which Corbijn 
manages to capture artists has become his trademark. 
In his photos, the portrayed is unmasked by exposing a 
previously invisible side of them. In some cases, he literally 
gave the artists a mask, as he did with The Rolling Stones in 
1994, giving them an almost mythical appearance. Corbijn 
always manages to add a deeper layer to his work, in which 
the environment plays an important role. Most photos are 
therefore taken outside the studio and carefully staged.

Corbijn started his career as a pop photographer for various 
magazines and in 1974 he met Herman Brood (1946-2001). 
For years they maintained both a photographic and a 
personal relationship. Brood always proudly said that he 
himself was the blueprint for Corbijn’s later work. Soon the 
Netherlands became too small for Corbijn. He moved to 
England where his career took a big leap, almost all famous 
pop heroes appeared in front of his lens – Bob Dylan, Tom 
Waits, The Rolling Stones, David Bowie, Miles Davis, Björk, 
but especially U2. His photography and many video clips 
have been the visual banner of U2 for decades. Corbijn is 
also sometimes referred to as the ‘fifth band member’, the 
one with the silent instrument. Corbijn’s pop photography 
is not only important for photography itself, but was of 
great significance to many pop groups. He does not make 
merely portraits, he is able to establish the visual identity 
of the pop groups, of which Depêche Mode is a good 
example – by making powerful images, the group acquired 
its own identity. Corbijn gave many pop groups the feeling 
that they were ‘more real than life’.

In the 1970s Corbijn commenced with his raw, coarse-
grained black-and-white portraits of legendary pop stars, 
which were followed by a comic series of self-portraits. In 
this series he dressed up as pop idols who had already 
died and portrayed them against the backdrop of Strijen, 
his native village in the Hoeksche Waard. In this way he 
portrayed Jimi Hendrix, Kurt Cobain and John Lennon, 
among others. After their deaths, his pop idols achieved 
a form of immortality that his father, the village clergyman, 
often spoke of. As he himself stated: The series is about 

death at my birthplace. It’s a confluence of my obsession 
with music and my parents’ obsession with life after death. 
As a child I was taught that you should always stay in the 
background. Decades later I discovered that I had always 
wanted to be someone and my work brings me closer 
to the people who have achieved that.” Anton Corbijn 
also confirmed in several interviews that the portraits of 
his pop idols are indirect self-portraits. Not only was it 
related to the isolation of the ‘creative loner’, but it was 
also his rebellion against his father’s religious faith in 
which there were no images. “I made icons as a rebellion, 
because icons were missing in my upbringing,” he said 
in the documentary Anton Corbijn Inside Out (2012). 
Subsequently, Corbijn started photographing artists, for 
him they represented the pain of the creative process. It 
is clear to see that Corbijn was less interested in technical 
perfection and sharpness. Some portraits are deliberately 
out of focus, so that the emotional value and intention 
of the portrait seem to increase. The imperfection of the 
photo was the underlying message of the roughness and 
quest of the creative life. All these characteristics are 
reflected in the way in which Corbijn recorded the most 
important and influential jazz musician of the twentieth 
century, Miles Davis, in 1965 (lot 92). Corbijn spoke about 
the portrait: “Taken in his hotel room with light falling in 
from the window. In his very large pupils you can actually 
make out my silhouette. It was a very brief shoot but one 
of the most satisfying ever. It is also worth noting that this 
photo was taken well before the TUTU album shoot by 
Irving Penn and it has become one of my most well-known 
photographs.”

The first major exhibition of Corbijns work took place in the 
Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, dating from 1994, followed 
by an equally major exhibition in the Groninger Museum in 
2000. The exhibition in the Groninger Museum underlined 
Anton Corbijn’s international success. Visitors were 
surprised by recognizable photos; sometimes from a CD 
cover, sometimes from a video clip or magazine. And every 
time, Corbijn turned out to be behind all these photos. The 
exhibition was opened by none other than Bono (1960), the 
singer of U2: “He can let us fully be who we are, and he can 
challenge us to be who we are not. Not yet are. Corbijn is 
an icon maker!”

Corbijn’s characteristic photos were taken almost exclusively 
in the square format of the analogue Hasselblad camera. 
To emphasize the dramatic effects in his black and white 
photography, He used the special technique of ‘lith print’, 
an alternative printing method using baryta paper with a 
hard developer that produced deep blacks and powerful 
highlights. With the use of this technique, the grain of the 
negative was strongly enhanced, which therefore played a 
prominent role in his prints. For Corbijn, this grain was a 
metaphor for the structure of life: “A photo should not be 
completely sharp. The blur and grain give you the feeling 
that it is a picture from real life, a split second from reality. 
My work breathes. The coarse grain is like a fabric of life 
itself.”

ANTON CORBIJN
(1955)

© Anton Corbijn 
Detail lot 92
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93 
Anish Kapoor  
(Bombay 1954) 
On the Horizon (2005) 
Edition of 50 
Published by Whitechapel Gallery, London 
Gouache and ink printed on cotton paper, 45 x 34 cm  
Contained within a custom designed and inscribed Perspex 
case, 36.5 x 35.4 x 13.3 cm 
In original (unpacked) cardboard box,  
H. 18 x W. 39.5 x D. 40 cm 

93 95 
Takashi Murakami  
(Tokyo 1962) 
Mr. DOB (Original) (2016) 
Manufactured by Bait x Switch Collectibles, Diamond Bar, 
California; with their and the artist’s copyright ink stamp on 
the underside 
Unnumbered edition of 750 
Vinyl multiple with hand-printing in colours, contained in the 
original silk-lined, printed cardboard box and shipping pack-
aging 
Multiple, 24 x 26 x 18 cm 
€ 1.200 - 1.800 

94 
Agnes Martin 
(Macklin 1912 - Taos 2004)  
Paintings and Drawings: Stedelijk Museum Portfolio (1990-
1991) 
Portfolio comprising a book together with 10 lithographs on 
vellum paper, all approx. 30 x 30 cm 
Edition of 2500 
Printed by Lecturis, Eindhoven and published by Nemela & 
Lenzen GmbH, Mönchengladbach and Stedelijk Museum, 
Amsterdam 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
Note: 
This portfolio was issued on the occasion of Martin’s retros-
pective exhibition in the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam in 
1991. The lithographs are based on the paintings in the exhi-
bition. 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

95

94

Provenance: 
- Alan Cristea Gallery, London (@Art Basel 2006) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Note: 
On the Horizon was created by Anish Kapoor as the inaugural 
Whitechapel gift. 
 
The photo shown upper right is an example of the cotton 
paper once unpacked. 
€ 5.000 - 8.000 
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98 
Jésus Rafael Soto 
(Ciudad Bolivar 1923 - Paris 2005) 
Vibration (1969) 
Signed and numbered 99/200 on a label underneath 
Kinetic object; plexiglass, metal and string, 20.4 x 53.4 cm  
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
Note: 
Jésus Rafel Soto was a Venezuelan op and kinetic artist, a 
sculptor and a painter. In the beginning, Soto painted post-
-impressionist works, later getting interested in Cubism. After 
getting in touch with Malevich, Mondrian and the constructi-
vists, Soto started to experiment with optical phenomena and 
op art and then he began to make art that was more than just 
pictures. His works can be found in the collections of the main 
museums of the world, including Tate in London, Museum 
Ludwig in Cologne, Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris, Gal-
leria Nazionale d’Arte Moderna in Rome and MoMA in New 
York. One of the main museums of art in Venezuela, in his 
home town, has his name in tribute to him. 
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

97 
Jan Schoonhoven  
(Hof van Delft 1914 - Delft 1994) 
T82-80 
Signed and dated 1982 lower right 
Titled lower left 
Signed, titled and dated 1982 on the reverse 
Indian ink on paper, 50.1 x 32.8 
Provenance: 
- Family of the artist 
- Auction AAG, Amsterdam, 5 June 2016, lot 99 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

96 
Jan Schoonhoven 
(Hof van Delft 1914 - Delft 1994) 
M-IV (Geprägte structuren IV) 
Signed and dated 1972 lower right  
Titled and numbered e.d.a. 26/35 lower left 
Embossing laid down on board, 58.9 x 49.9 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Collection d’Art, Amsterdam (1979) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Literature: 
C. Rigo, Jan Schoonhoven. Edities Editionen Editions, Schie-
dam, 2018, p. 76, no. 20D (another from the edition illustra-
ted) 
Note: 
Executed in 1972, this work is number 26 from an edition of 
35 artist’s proofs, aside the edition of 120, and was published 
by Galerie m in Bochum. 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 



Print
The print is an impression made by any method involving 
a transfer from one surface to another.

Print edition
An edition is the controlled number of prints released 
by a printer. 

Numbered print
The numbering of a print takes the form of a fraction. It 
shows the number of the print and the total number of 
prints in the edition. 25/500 means the print is number 
25 within an edition of 500. Limited edition prints are 
usually numbered in pencil to reduce risk of fraud. 

AP or EA (Artist’s Proof or Épreuve d’Artiste) 
An impression of a print taken in the printmaking process 
that is of a quality equal to the edition and are numbered 
as AP I, etc. In a deluxe edition, DEAP appears before the 
number; in a royal edition, RAP appears before the number.  
When technology was less advanced in the early days of 
printmaking the first prints of an edition were of a higher 
quality. Re-using printing plates would gradually wear 
them down, causing a decline in quality throughout 
the edition’s production. The artist would often keep 
these higher quality prints for themselves. Now that 
printing technology has advanced the quality of a print 
is no longer a concern. Each print in a giclee or off-
set lithograph edition is identical. Today, Artist Proofs 
are exactly the same as numbered copies of the print. 
Sometimes the artist creates an AP as a working trial. 
These are likely to have extra annotations, which show 
the work’s progress.

BAT / Final Proof (Bon a Tirer) 
Meaning ‘good to print’, is the proof selected by the 
artist and the printer to be the image for the edition. 

CP (Cancellation Print) 
The last impression printed before the screens are 
washed. Usually a line is drawn on the matrix across and 
then a print is made to proof that the original has been 
changed and no more prints from it can be made. 

EP (Exhibition Proof) 
Exhibition Proofs are of a quality equal to the edition 
and are numbered as EP I, etc. They are produced for 
exhibition purposes. 

EV (Edition Varied) 
Editions made on different paper or printed with a 
different colour ink are sometimes labelled with this 

mark. Some artists and printmakers choose to number 
these prints with Roman numerals. 

HC  (Hors Commerce) 
Meaning ‘not for commercial use’, these prints are of 
quality equal to the edition and are numbered as HC I, 
etc. HC’s and AP’s are very similar, except HC’s are only 
available directly from the artist. A HC is given to the 
artist by the printer for allowing to print the image and is 
supposedly not to be sold.

HMP, HPP or HMM (Hand Modified Print,
Hand Printed Print or Hand Modified Multiples)  
Sometimes artists add features to a print by hand after 
the edition is created. 

Imp 
Abbreviation for the Latin word impressit (translated as 
´printed it’), this mark may be found after the signature if 
the artist printed their own work. 

PP (Printers Proof)  
These editions are of a quality equal to the edition and 
are numbered. As the name suggests, a PP is a print 
given to the printer.

Plate mark 
The depressed impression made on the dampened 
paper by the plate as it passes through the press. The 
plate leaves an indentation as a result of the pressure 
on the edges. The plate mark can be recognised by a 
raised edge. 

Plate size 
The size that indicates the printed image on the paper. 
Sometimes marked by the plate mark.

RTP (Right to Print)  
The proof selected by the artist and the printer to be 
the image for the edition. It is the equivalent of the BAT. 

Sheet size 
The size that indicates the total measurements of the 
paper. 

TP  (Trial Proof) 
A print that is pulled during the proofing process of an 
edition and reflect colour and/or compositional changes. 
They are numbered as TP I etc. TPAP or TPPP  are trial 
proof variations of artist’s proofs or printer’s proofs, 
respectively.

A GUIDE TO 
UNDERSTAND 

PRINT EDITIONS
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100

100 
Dadamaino 
(Milan 1935 - 2004) 
Volume 
Signed, titled and dated 1958 on the stretcher 
Water paint on canvas, 69.6 x 48.8 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, Italy 
Note: 
Including a certificate of authenticity published by Archivio 
Dadamaino, with archive number 071/15 and dated 23 July 
2015. 
 
The Italian visual artists and painter Eduarda Dadamaino, best 
known for her black-and-white hole works, was a member of 
the Milanese avant-garde of the 1960s. Born Eduarda Emilia 
Maino in Milan, she studied medicine before deciding to 
pursue an art career, where she emerged as a pioneer in the 
avant-garde movements of her time. Shortly after her first 
solo show, Dadamaino joined Azimuth, a group funded by 
Piero Manzoni, and the Germany-based Group Zero formed 
by Heinz Mack, Otto Piene and Günther Uecker. This series, 
Volumi (Volumes), made in dialogue with the work of Lucio 
Fontana, exemplifies Dadamaino’s development of a con-
ceptual, spatio-temporal approach to painting. Dadaimano 
was part of the Nul group exhibition in the Stedelijk Museum 
Amsterdam in 1962. The artist died on April 13, 2004 in Mi-
lan, Italy. Her works are in the collections of the Tate Gallery 
in London and the Peggy Guggenheim Collection in Venice, 
among others. 
€ 25.000 - 35.000 

99 
Giuseppe Amadio 
(Todi 1944 - 2016) 
Maqia “Incanta il Cuore” (2014) 
Signed and titled on the reverse 
Oil on shaped canvas, 100.4 x 100.1 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, Italy 
Note: 
Including a certificate of authenticity by the artist, signed and 
numbered 3550. 
 
The Italian painter Giuseppe Amadio is known for is mono- 
chrome sculptural paintings, whose single colour surfaces are 
folded, stretched and curved to enhance its dramatic effect. 
After an initial poetic material-gestural language, Amadio has 
established a highly conceptual language. Since 1980, Ama-
dio has exhibited since in Italy and abroad. In 2010 he joined 
the Rigorismo movement. Rigorismo (translated ‘rigorism’) 
is rooted in the Spazialismo (Spatialism) movement and the 
Zero Group, which initially developed in Italy and Germany, 
respectively, in the 1940s and ’50s. Rigorismo is, in a sense, 
what it sounds like: a rigorous use of space. The movement 
posits that space is an active element in an artistic compositi-
on, not simply an empty area to be filled in. 
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

99
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102 
Marcello Lo Giudice 
(Taormina 1957) 
Yellow Sole 
Signed, titled and dated 2017 on the reverse 
Oil and pigment on canvas, 59.8 x 50.1 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, Italy 
Note: 
Including a signed photo certificate of authenticity by the 
artist, signed, stamped with finger prints and dated 6 March 
2021. 
€ 10.000 - 12.000 

101 
Giuseppe Amadio 
(Todi 1944 - 2016) 
Blai 
Signed and titled on the reverse 
Acrylic on shaped canvas, 70.6 x 70.3 cm 
€ 800 - 1.200 

101

102
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105 
Daniel Spoerri 
(Galati 1930) 
Der Fallengelassene Zufall des Abfalls (The Dropped Acci-
dent of Trash) (1971) 
Signed, with title and date 7.Avril 71. and numbered 28/100 
on certificate 
Assemblage within Perspex case,  
H. 50.9 x W. 40.9 x D. 16.3 cm 
Note: 
Made in a series of 100 different pieces, each unique. 
 
The work is accompanied by a swell binder including the fol-
lowing documents: 
1. Emmett Williams: Introduction  
2. Daniel Spoerri: 25 Zimtzauberkonserven  
3. Addendum der 11 nicht konservierten Objekte Charles 
d’Orge gewidmet + Exkursion über die Gerste 
4. Pierre Alechinsky: Toko Shinoda  
5. Daniel Spoerri: Max und Morimal Art mit Hand und Fussno-
ten von Peter Heim  

104 
Pietro Consagra 
(Mazara del Vallo 1920 - Milan 2005) 
Bifrontale II (c. 1992) 
Signed and numbered 2/25 on the foot 
Bronze, H. 32.4 cm 
€ 800 - 1.200 

103 
Bernard Aubertin 
(Fontenay-aux-Roses 1934 - Reutlingen 2015)  
Voiture Brûlé (Burnt Car) 
Signed, dated 17-05-2020 and annotated Per Rosi lo Prresti 
on the reverse 
Mixed media (burnt model car) on plywood behind Perspex, 
H. 31 x W. 41.1 x D. 10.4 cm 
Note: 
Including three original photographs of the artist with the 
present lot. 
 
Bernard Aubertin was an artist best known for his association 
with the ZERO movement. Born in 1934 in Fontenay-aux-Ro-
ses, France, he initially studied decorative art until meeting 
Yves Klein in 1957, who encouraged him towards abstract art. 
Later in his career, his practice evolved to incorporate perfor-
mance, and he became known for setting fire to his own work 
and exhibiting the remains, as in Voiture Brûlé (1974). 
€ 800 - 1.200 

103

105 swell binderThe artist Bernard Aubertin 
together with lot 103

105

104

6. Krims Krams Objekte: Farbtafel zu Max und Morimal Art 
7. Daniel Spoerri: Nach-Nacht-Machtwort  
8. Garantieschein zu den Rifiuti Objekteleben. 
Published by Merlin Verlag, Germany. 
 
Daniel Spoerri is a Swiss artist and writer born in Romania. 
Spoerri is best known for his ‘snare-pictures’, a type of assem-
blage or object art, in which he captures a group of objects, 
such as the remains of meals eaten by individuals, including 
the plates, silverware and glasses, all of which are fixed to 
the table or board, which is then displayed on a wall. In 1960, 
Spoerri made his first snare-picture. Spoerri later explained 
snare-pictures as follows: “Objects found in chance positions, 
in order or disorder (on tables, in boxes, drawers, etc.) are 
fixed (‘snared’) as they are. Only the plane is changed: since 
the result is called a picture, what was horizontal becomes 
vertical. Example: remains of a meal are fixed to the table 
at which the meal was consumed and the table hung on the 
wall.”  
€ 3.000 - 4.000 



100 101

107 
Ahmet Güneştekin 
(Turkey 1966) 
“Beyaz Küller” (White Ashes) 
Signed, titled and dated 2014 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 99.5 x 99.5 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Mark Peet Visser, Den Bosch 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 8.000 - 12.000 

106 
Giorgio Tentolini  
(Cremona 1978) 
Venere - Vista 5 (Pagan Poetry) 
Signed, titled, dated 2020, numbered GT200188, annotated 
dieci fogli oli rete metallica intagliati e mano (ten sheets of 
wire mesh and hand carved) and with archive stamp on the 
backing of the frame 
Ten layers of wire mesh in white painted frame,  
115.1 x 115.1 cm 
Provenance: 
- Gallery Estella, New Orleans (2020) (incl. copy of invoice) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

106 107
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109 
Claudy Jongstra  
(Roermond 1963)  
Carmine Rug (2005-2006) 
Merino wool, Wensleydale wool, raw silk, and Drenth Heath 
wool, approx. 300 x 280 cm 
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner 
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

108 
Claudy Jongstra  
(Roermond 1963)  
The Three Elements (tryptich) (2011) 
Wool, raw silk, each approx. 60 x 140 cm 
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner in 2014 
Exhibition: 
World Economic Forum, Davos (2011) 
Dutch artist Claudy Jongstra studied fashion design at the 
Utrecht School of Arts between 1982 and 1989. Her oeuvre 
is characterised by her use of wool and other natural fibers 

in the form of handcrafted felt. Much of the wool she uses 
is from Drenthe Heath Sheep, an ancient indigenous sheep 
breed that survives thanks to Jongstra. She dyes the wool 
and other natural fibres with natural pigments from pigment 
plants cultivated on her own farm. The work of Claudy Jong-
stra is included in many private and corporate collections as 
well as museum collections like the Stedelijk Museum Amster-
dam, the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, the Victoria and Albert 
Museum in London and the Museum of Modern Art in New 
York. 
(3x) 
€ 3.000 - 5.000 
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115 
Gerriet Postma 
(Twijzelerheide 1932 - Groningen 2009) 
Horse 
Signed lower right 
Mixed media on paper, 63.8 x 75.9 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Katuin, Groningen 
- Private collection Villa Mondriaan, Winterswijk 
€ 500 - 1.000  
 
116 
Gerriet Postma 
(Twijzelerheide 1932 - Groningen 2009) 
Untitled 
Signed and dated 99 lower left 
Signed and dated 99 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 99.8 x 99.8 cm 
€ 1.000 - 1.500 

113 
Jan Roeland 
(IJsselmuiden 1935 - Amsterdam 2016) 
Compositie met acht spatels  
(Composition With Eight Spatulas)  
Signed and dated 1981 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 110.1 x 110.1 cm  
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 2.000 - 4.000  
 
114 
Jan Roeland 
(IJsselmuiden 1935 - Amsterdam 2016) 
Planten (Plants)  
Signed and dated 1995 on the overlap 
Oil on canvas, 59.8 x 49.9 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Espace, Amsterdam (1998) (incl. invoice) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

113 114

111 
Sven Kroner  
(Kempten im Allgäu 1973) 
Untitled 
Signed lower centre 
Signed, dated 1998 and numbered 17/100 on the reverse 
Acrylic on paper, 44 x 59.4 cm 
Provenance: 
- Stichting Villa de Bank, Enschede (1998) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 800 - 1.200  
 
 
112 
John van der Valk 
(Utrecht 1954) 
Untitled 
Signed lower right 
Signed and annotated tweeluik on the stretcher 
Mixed media on two attached canvases, 80.1 x 180.3 cm 
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner 
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

110 
Koen Vermeule 
(Goes 1965) 
‘De Zachte Weg 2’ (The Soft Way 2) 
Signed and dated 2004 lower right 
Titled lower left 
Gouache on video still, 53.1 x 65.2 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Hein Elferink, Staphorst 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Note: 
In 2004 the Dutch artist Koen Vermeule created the videofilm, 
titled De Zachte Weg. Under the direction of Vermeule, six 
judokas show their athletic skills under flood lighting. Sub-
sequently the artists edited the video stills with gouache, as 
shown in the present lot. 
€ 800 - 1.200 

110 111

112

115 116
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117 
Jan te Wierik  
(Hengelo 1954 - Rekken 2002) 
Untitled 
Signed and indistinctly dated lower right 
Oil on canvas, 100.2 x 79.9 cm 
Provenance: 
- Berengo Fine Arts, Amsterdam (2002) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 800 - 1.200  
 
 
118 
Cornelia Schleime 
(Berlin 1953) 
Mutationen 
Signed and dated 2001 lower right 
Watercolour and ink on papyrus, 62.3 x 80.1 cm 
€ 800 - 1.200 

119 
Ansuya Blom 
(Groningen 1956) 
Untitled 
Signed with initials and dated ‘87 lower right 
Mixed media on paper, 157.8 x 119.6 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Van Gelder, Amsterdam (1988) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 800 - 1.200  
 
 
120 
Anton Heyboer 
(Sabang 1924 - Den Ilp 2005)  
De Viereenheid II (Unity of Four II) 
Signed and dated 1986 lower centre 
Mixed media on canvas, 89.9 x 128.1 cm 
Provenance: 
- Purchased at CoBrA Museum, Amstelveen, 5 December 
2006 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.500 - 3.000 

117

119

118

120

121

121 
Armando 
(Amsterdam 1929 - Potsdam 2018) 
Kopf (Head)  
Signed, titled and dated 21-7-89 on the stretcher 
Oil on canvas, 79.9 x 69.9 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Willy Schoots, Eindhoven 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 3.000 - 5.000 
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126 
Ada Breedveld 
(Dordrecht 1944) 
Untitled 
Signed lower right and dated 1993 lower right 
Acrylic and gold paint on canvas, 80.2 x 110.1 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Art Effect, Alblasserdam (c. 1999) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 600 - 1.000 

125 
Gernot Kissel 
(Worms 1939 - Speyer 2008) 
Reclining Nude 
Signed lower right 
Oil on canvas, 100.4 x 119.9 cm 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

125

126

124 
Jan Meijer 
(Assen 1927 - Dieudonné 1995) 
Schets Amsterdam (Sketch Amsterdam) 
Signed and dated 1950 lower centre 
Signed, titled and dated 1950 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 55.4 x 40.2 cm 
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist by family of the present  
owner 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

122 
Engelbert L’Hoëst 
(Amersfoort 1919 - Soesterberg 2008) 
Village Square 
Signed lower right 
Oil on board, 59.9 x 77.8 cm 
€ 600 - 1.000  
 
 
123 
Engelbert L’Hoëst 
(Amersfoort 1919 - Soesterberg 2008) 
Portrait 
Signed lower left 
Oil on board, 60 x 70.3 cm 
€ 600 - 1.000

122

123

124
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128 
Hans Kanters 
(Amsterdam 1947) 
Hear No Evil, See No Evil, Speak No Evil (tryptich)  
All signed 
Each oil on panel, each 19.8 x 14.4 cm  
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner 
(3x) 
€ 3.000 - 5.000

Note: 
Dutch self-taught artist Hans Kanters, who gained success 
with his painted fantasies in the early 1970s, has been per-
forming with his ‘Surrealist theatre’ for over fifty years. Unhin-
dered by fashion, traditions or dogmas, Kanters immediately 
took his own path. This has not made Kanters an outsider in 
Dutch art history. According to himself, he is indebted to the 
artists Carel Willink (1900-1983), Salvadori Dalí (1904-1989) 
and Max Ernst (1891-1976). Dream landscapes, visions and 
delusions: scenes that are hard to believe, though somehow 
plausible are the core of the artist’s oeuvre. The metamorpho-
sis is endless: people become animals, animals become 
objects and objects become people again. This is only confir-
med Kanters’ motto: “the artist celebrates freedom”.  
€ 2.500 - 4.500 

127 
Hans Kanters 
(Amsterdam 1947) 
Het Licht der Wijzen (The Light of the Wize) 
Signed lower left 
Oil on board, 42.8 x 53.8 cm  
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner 
Literature: 
W. van der Beek, Hans Kanters, Hans Kanters, 2012, p. 26

127

128

129 
Dolf Zwerver 
(Nijehaske 1932 - Utrecht 2010) 
De Verliefden (The Lovers) 
Signed and dated 2000 lower right 
Oil on canvas, 60 x 50.3 cm 
Provenance: 
- Kunsthandel Juffermans, Utrecht (2003) (incl. copy of invoice) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

129
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132 
Emo Verkerk 
(Amsterdam 1955) 
H.C. Andersen 
Signed, titled and dated 2000 on the stretcher 
Oil on canvas, 59.8 x 44.9 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Art & Project, Amsterdam 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 6.000 - 10.000 

131 
Emo Verkerk 
(Amsterdam 1955) 
Portrait of Tim Rose 
Signed with initials and dated ‘91 lower right 
Coloured pencil on notebook paper, 47.8 x 34.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Art & Project, Slootdorp (1992) (incl. copy of invoice) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 600 - 1.000 

130 
Roger Raveel 
(Machelen 1921 - Deinze 2013) 
Duif (Pigeon) 
Signed and dated 1988 lower right 
Indian ink and pencil on paper, 31.9 x 23.9 cm 
€ 800 - 1.200 

130 131

132
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134 
Kiki Lamers 
(Nijmegen 1964) 
Naked Woman on Golden Couch 
Signed, titled and dated ‘92 on a label on the reverse 
Acrylic on canvas, 139.9 x 240.1 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Bloom, Amsterdam (1993) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Exhibited: 
Museum voor Moderne Kunst Arnhem, Under Your Skin, 14 
February - 3 May 1998 
€ 1.500 - 3.500 

133 
Emo Verkerk 
(Amsterdam 1955) 
Danilo Kiš 
Signed, titled and dated 2005 on the stretcher 
Oil and assemblage on canvas, 59.9 x 50.1 cm 
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner 
Exhibited: 
ACB Galéria, Budapest, Danilo Kiš es Joseph Roth, 
2 December 2005 - 2 January 2006 
€ 6.000 - 10.000 

135 
Kiki Lamers 
(Nijmegen 1964) 
Pee 
Signed and dated 1998 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 100 x 95.1 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Bloom, Amsterdam 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Literature: 
D. Cameron & A. Tilroe, Kiki Lamers: Tender Age, Artimo, 
Amsterdam, 2002, p. 30 & 123 (ill.)  
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

133

134

135
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140 
Casper Faassen  
(Leidschendam 1975) 
Untitled 
Signed centre right 
Mixed media on canvas laid down on panel, burnt, 70.4 x 
100.4 cm 
€ 1.000 - 2.000  
 
141 
Casper Faassen  
(Leidschendam 1975) 
Untitled 
Signed centre right 
Mixed media on metal, 70.4 x 100.4 cm 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

138 
Emilio Kruithof 
(Monster 1969) 
“Audition” 
Signed, titled and dated 2003 on the reverse 
Mixed media on canvas, 139.6 x 120 cm 
Provenance: 
- Jaski Gallery, Amsterdam (@PAN Amsterdam 2003) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Literature: 
R. van Ham & P. Dirkx, Emilio Kruithof. Audition, Jaski Art 
Gallery / Tom Okker, Amsterdam, 2003, p. 40 (ill.) 
Note: 
A silkscreen was published in 2006 after the present painting, 
titled Ritual. 
€ 1.500 - 2.500  
 
139 
Tjebbe Beekman 
(Leiden 1972) 
Portrait of a Girl 
Signed on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 149.7 x 129.7 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Rols, Laren 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 

140

137 
Emilio Kruithof  
(Monster 1969) 
Ritual 
Signed, titled and dated 2002 on the overlap 
Signed, titled and dated 2002 on the reverse 
Mixed media on canvas, 124.8 x 124.9 cm 
Provenance: 
- Jaski Gallery, Amsterdam (2002) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Literature: 
R. van Ham & P. Dirkx, Emilio Kruithof. Audition, Jaski Art 
Gallery / Tom Okker, Amsterdam, 2003, p. 11 (ill.) 
Note: 
On the reverse a painting in mixed media of a nude with the 
text “Ritual Obsession” is repeated. 
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

136 
Emilio Kruithof  
(Monster 1969) 
Meditation 
Signed and dated 2002 on the reverse 
Titled on the overlap 
Mixed media on canvas, 124.1 x 73.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Jaski Art Gallery, Amsterdam (2005)  
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

136

137

138

139

141
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142 
Henk Helmantel  
(Westeremden 1945) 
A Still Life With Pears in a Pewter Dish 
Signed and dated 2005 lower right 
Signed and dated 8 dec. 2005 on the reverse  
Oil on board, 27.9 x 40.2 cm  
€ 8.000 - 12.000 

142

145 
Pieter Pander 
(Drachten 1962) 
Melktijd (Milking Time) 
Signed and dated 90 lower right 
Oil on canvas, 120.1 x 159.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Kunsthandel Richard ter Borg, Groningen 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.500 - 3.500 

144 
Pieter Pander  
(Drachten 1962) 
Standing Nude 
Signed and dated 94 lower right 
Oil on board, 80.5 x 49.8 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection Villa Mondriaan, Winterswijk, acquired  
directly from the artist 
€ 800 - 1.200 

143 144

145

“Johannes Vermeer already saw beauty in white kitchen-
ware. Simplicity is essential in my perception of beauty.” 

- Henk Helmantel

143 
Peter van Poppel 
(Utrecht 1945) 
“Hemelvaart” (Ascension Day) 
Dated 1999 lower right and annotated VTR lower left 
Signed, dated 1999 and annotated twice VTR on the backing 
of the frame 
Mixed media on board, 35.5 x 24.4 cm 
€ 600 - 1.000 
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147 
Erlend Steiner Lovisa 
(Harderwijk 1970) 
Margot 3 
Signed and dated 2011 lower left 
Oil on canvas, 164.8 x 109.6 cm 
Provenance: 
Galerie Witteveen, Amsterdam, 2001 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 800 - 1.200 

146 
Louis Treserras 
(Toulouse 1958) 
“Après l’Orage” (After the Storm)  
Signed and dated 14 lower right 
Signed, titled and dated 2014 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas laid down on panel, 80.1 x 70.1 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Porte Heureuze, Roussillon (2021) (incl. copy of  
invoice) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands  
Note: 
Including a signed photo certificate of authenticity by Galerie 
Porte Heureuze in Roussillon, dated February 2021. 
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

146

148

147

149

150 
Gerti Bierenbroodspot 
(Amsterdam 1940) 
a) Untitled 
Signed, dated 2003 and with artist’s stamp lower right 
Mixed media on rice paper, 63.9 x 19.4 cm 
b) Untitled 
Signed, dated 2003 and with artist’s stamp lower right 
Mixed media on rice paper, 63.9 x 19.8 cm 
(2x) 
€ 600 - 1.000 

151 
Gerti Bierenbroodspot  
(Amsterdam 1940) 
Due Angeli 
Signed and dated 1993 lower right 
Mixed media on rice paper, 95.5 x 65 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Delaive, Amsterdam (@TEFAF 1994) (incl. invoice) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Literature: 
L. A. Marigold, Bierenbroodspot. Angels: A Celestial Re-
naissance, Guy Pieters Gallery, East Hampton, NY, 1993  
Note: Including the abovementioned book. 
€ 800 - 1.200 

148 
Estefania Urrutia  
(Madrid 1981) 
“S. Amor 1” 
Signed, titled, dated 2020 and annotated Barcelona on the 
reverse 
Oil on canvas laid down on panel, 46.2 x 38 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galeria Senda, Barcelona (2021) (incl. copy of invoice) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 800 - 1.200  
 
149 
Corstiaan de Vries  
(Rotterdam 1936 - Amsterdam 2008) 
Portrait of a Young Man 
Signed and dated 69 lower right 
Coloured pencil on paper, 64.9 x 65.2 cm 
Provenance 
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner 
€ 800 - 1.200 

150 151
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154

154 
Coderch & Malavia  
(Joan Coderch & Javier Malavia) 
(Barcelona 1959 & Oñati 1970) 
Odette (2018) 
Signed and numbered PA.III on the foot 
Bronze, H. 68 cm 
Provenance: 
- Gallery Estella, New Orleans (2020) (incl. invoice) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Note: 
Including a certificate of authenticity by the artists, signed 
and dated October 2020. 
 
Odette - a swan by day and a young women at night - is cau-
ght by a magic spell that can only be broken by an eternal 
declaration of love...  
Coderch & Malavia is the artistic project of two Spanish sculp-
tors, Juan Coderch and Javier Malavia. After crossing paths at 
the Lladró porcelain company, the artists decided to establish 
their own project in 2015. Fascinated by the figurative work 
made by great sculptors like Rodin (1840-1917) or Bourdelle 
(1861-1929), Coderch and Malavia take the human being as 
the core element of their modern aesthetic speech while ad-
hering to traditional techniques. 
€ 6.000 - 10.000 

152 
Lotta Blokker 
(Amsterdam 1980) 
Myrrha (2005) 
Signed and numbered 1/8 on the right shoulder 
Bronze on wooden base, H. 45.8 cm 
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner 
€ 2.000 - 4.000  
 
 
153 
Joris August Verdonkschot  
(Haarlem 1947) 
De Archaïsche Glimlach ( The Archaic Smile) (1997) 
Edition number 6 of 8 
Bronze on dolomite base, H 47.3 cm  
Provenance: 
- Galerie Diva, Amsterdam (2005) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.500 - 3.500 

152 153



Bronze is the most popular metal for cast metal 
sculptures; a cast bronze sculpture is often called simply 
a ‘bronze’. An historical perspective, bronze is the most 
popular material for cast metal sculptures. It can be used 
for statues, singly or in groups, reliefs, small statuettes 
and figurines, as well as bronze elements to be fitted to 
other objects such as furniture or just about any kind of 
weaponry. It is often gilded to give gilt-bronze or ormolu.

Starting with the first melting of metals, bronze sculpture 
has been part of humankind’s attempt to create artistic 
images of the world around it. This art form had a very 
turbulent history. The art of bronze sculpture was nearly 
forgotten and then ‘rediscovered’ on two occasions.

From the time Christianity spread across the Old 
Continent, bronze casting was mostly lost to artisans who 
were more concerned with other types of sculptures - 
during that time, bronze was mostly used for the casting 
of artillery and utilitarian objects such as mortars. A huge 
rebirth of the material occurred during the Renaissance 
period that coincided with an upsurge of interest in 
classical antiquity. After reaching its Renaissance peak, 
bronze entered another chapter of its history that saw 
it get nearly forgotten while artists turned towards 
other methods. And it stayed neglected until the early 
nineteenth century.
 
The Industrial Revolution provided the tools necessary 
to make bronze sculpture available in editions, a feature 
that vaulted it to the top of the art world once again. 
Foundries sprang up in the city of Paris whose sole 
purpose was to cast editions of sculptures, allowing 
hundreds of artists to get specialised in bronze. Following 
World War I, numerous foundries were established 
because of the expanding demand for bronze statues 
required for war memorials that were springing up in 
almost every European town and city. This effectively 
opened the doors for artists to start experimenting with 
the material and see how much bronze was able to offer 
them in their avant-garde quests.

Making bronze statues is a labour-intensive process. In 
order to make a bronze sculpture, a cast is required – 
hence the appellation ‘bronze casting’ for the concerning 
technique. 

Several methods 
There are several methods for this, of which the lost wax 
method and the ‘sand casting’ are the most commonly 
used methods.
Lost-wax process, also called ‘cire-perdue’, method of 
metal casting in which a molten metal is poured into a 
mold that has been created by means of a wax model. 
The lost-wax method dates from the 3rd millennium BC 
and has sustained few changes since then. Handcrafted 

by skilled artisans, each sculpture made using the 
lost wax technique is unique, as the mould must be 
broken to reveal the final piece. And the beauty of 
lost wax sculptures lies as much in their details, as 
it does in the fact that they are truly one-of-a-kind. 
First, a well-detailed solid wax model of the figure is 
created. Then, a clay mould is made around the wax 
model. This is heated, thus melting or ‘losing’ the wax. 
Molten bronze (or any other metal) is then poured into 
the empty clay mould. Upon cooling, the clay is broken 
to reveal a solid bronze statue. The sculpture is then 
filed and buffed to remove scratches and give it a shine. 
The disadvantage is that the original (the wax model) will 
be lost during the process. Hence, if something goes 
wrong the wax model is irreparable. Fortunately this can 
be prevented by first making a mold of the wax figure. 
Another advantage of a mold is that you can make 
multiple copies of the same image. If a sculpture was 
first made in clay, a (silicone) mold can be made that 
can serve as a ‘negative’ for the final artwork. From that 
mold it is made ‘positive’, from wax. So this is identical 
to the original statue that was made in clay. The method 
thereafter is the same as the method already described.
 
Sand casting, also known as sand molded casting, is 
a metal casting process characterized by using sand 
as the mold material. Sand castings are produced in 
specialised factories called foundries. Over 60% of all 
metal castings are produced via sand casting process. 
Molds made of sand are relatively cheap, and 
sufficiently refractory even for steel foundry use. In 
addition to the sand, a suitable bonding agent (usually 
clay) is mixed or occurs with the sand. The mixture 
is moistened, typically with water, but sometimes 
with other substances, to develop the strength and 
plasticity of the clay and to make the aggregate 
suitable for molding. The sand is typically contained 
in a system of frames or mold boxes known as a flask. 
This process consists of six steps. First a pattern is 
placed in the sand in order to create a mold. After 
which the pattern and sand are incorporated in a gating 
system. Subsequently the pattern will be removed 
and the mold cavity will be filled with molten metal. 
Once allowing the metal to cool, the sand mold 
can be broken away and the cast can be removed.  
 
After final polishing - whether applying the lost-wax 
process or sand casting - corrosive materials may be 
applied to form a patina, a process that allows some 
control over the colour and finish. Another form of 
sculptural art that uses bronze is ormolu, a finely cast 
soft bronze that is gilded (coated with gold) to produce 
a matte gold finish. Ormolu was popularized in the 
eighteenth century in France and is found in such forms 
as wall sconces (wall-mounted candle holders), inkstands, 
clocks and garnitures.

THE ART OF 
BRONZE CASTING
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157 
Ido Vunderink  
(Amstelveen 1935) 
Gepavoiseerd (Dressing Overall) (c. 1975) 
Metal relief, 99.6 x 199.7 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands (1975) 
€ 1.000 - 3.000  
 
158 
Jon Gardella 
(New York 1948) 
Venus 
Signed and dated 1994 on the foot 
Bronze on corten steel pedestal, H. 175.4 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 5.000 - 10.000 

155 
Ton Verstraten 
(Roosendaal 1946) 
Verbonden (Connected) (2006) 
Signed with initials on the foot 
Bronze on corten steel pedestal, H. 170.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Etienne & Van Loon, Oisterwijk (2006) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 500 - 1.000  
 
156 
Peter Gabriëlse 
(Middelburg 1937) 
De Blauwe Stoel (The Blue Chair)  
With stamped signature and dated 1997 on the reverse 
Box-sculpture; mixed media and lighting, H. 93.6 x W. 63.4 x 
D. 15.5 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 600 - 1.000 

155 156

157

158
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161 
Renée van Leusden  
(Arnhem 1947) 
Untitled 
Signed, dated 2000 and numbered 2/8 on the foot 
Bronze, H. 169.7 cm 
€ 800 - 1.200  
 
 
162 
Renée van Leusden  
(Arnhem 1947) 
Untitled 
Signed, dated 2000 and numbered 1/8 on the foot 
Bronze, H. 91.9 cm 
€ 600 - 1.000  
 
 
163 
Erwin Peeters 
(Antwerp 1964) 
Ara 
Signed and numbered 4/6 on the foot 
Bronze, H. 165.1 cm 
Note:  
The self-taught Belgian artist Erwin Peeters got fascinated by 
the beauty of the fauna through his daily interaction with the 
animals in the Antwerp zoo, where he worked for seven years. 
Inspired by masters such as Rembrandt Bugatti and Albéric 
Collin, Peeters immortalizes the behaviour and movements of 
animals in bronze. 
€ 2.000 - 3.000 

159 
Hans Bayens 
(Hastière-Lavaux 1924 - Amsterdam 2003) 
Fietser met kind (Bicyclist With Child) 
Edition 8 
Signed on the foot 
Bronze, H. 18.1 cm 
Note: 
Although Bayens created most of his bronzes in an edition of 
eight, each cast was subsequently worked on by hand. There-
fore this sculpture slightly differs from other casts, making it a 
unique piece. 
€ 800 - 1.200  
 
 
160 
Fons Bemelmans 
(Maastricht 1938) 
Female Nude 
Signed with monogram beneath right foot 
Bronze on hardstone base. H. 21.9 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie De Twee Pauwen, The Hague 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 2.000 - 4.000 162

161

163

159 160
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165 
Koen Vanmechelen  
(Sint-Truiden 1965) 
Bronzed 
Signed and numbered 8/8 on the belly 
Bronze, H. 25.2 cm 
Provenance: 
- Berengo Studio, Murano (2008) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Note: 
Including a signed photo certificate of 
authenticity by the artist. 
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

165

164 
Robin Winters 
(California 1950) 
King Series (1990) (9x) 
All bronze, H. 29.3 - 73.7 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie van Esch, Eindhoven (1992) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
(9x) 
€ 1.500 - 3.000 

164
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169 
Koen Vanmechelen 
(Sint-Truiden 1965) 
Walking Egg 
Signed with initials and numbered 8/20 on bird ring attached 
to left foot 
Stainless steel and glass, H. 50.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Berengo Fine Arts, Amsterdam (2001) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands

169167 
Koen Vanmechelen  
(Sint-Truiden 1965) 
Crystal Souls 
Signed lower right 
Titled upper left 
Mixed media on paper, 25.1 x 35.3 cm 
€ 800 - 1.200  
 
168 
Koen Vanmechelen  
(Sint-Truiden 1965) 
Who’s Different? 
Signed lower left 
Titled upper centre 
Mixed media on paper, 35.6 x 26.4 cm 
€ 800 - 1.200 

166 
Koen Vanmechelen  
(Sint-Truiden 1965) 
Who’s Different (5x) 
All signed and 4 numbered g11, D11, B11 and E11 on the 
bottom 
Glass, H. 16.2 - 32.5 cm 
Provenance: 
- Berengo Fine Arts, Amsterdam (2001) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
(5x) 
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

167 168

Note:  
The work of Belgian conceptual artis Koen Vanmechelen ex-
plores the importance of bio-cultural diversity, identity and 
community. The non-profit organization The Walking Egg 
(TWE) was founded in 2010 and focuses on fertility and re-
production, approached through the intersection of art and 
science. TWE leaves the ivory tower of science and laboratory 
of art. It wants to inject fertility and sterility; it advocates the 
universal right to reproduction in developing countries. The 
contact between scientist Willem Obelet and Vanmechelen 
resulted in an enigmatic glass egg with the legs of a chicken: 
The Walking Egg sculpture was the start of years of debate 
and collaboration.  
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

166
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174 
Dylan Lewis 
(Johannesburg 1964) 
Cat - Oriental Study 1 (1998) 
Signed and numbered 2/15 behind left leg 
Bronze on marble base, H. 41.9 cm 
Provenance: 
Bought directly from the artist in 2000, thence by descent to 
the present owner  
Note: 
The artist’s cat was the model for this sculpture (see inserted 
photo).

170 
Jean & Marianne Bremers 
(Maastricht 1935 & Oldenzaal 1943 - Den Bosch 2020)  
“Demi-Courbure” 
Signed, titled, dated 2009 and annotated Helvoirt NL on the 
belly 
Unique piece 
Bronze, H. 23.1 cm 
Note: 
Including a signed photo certificate of authenticity by the 
artists. 
€ 1.000 - 2.000  
 
171 
Peter Engelen 
(Tilburg 1962) 
Lion 
Signed with monogram and numbered 5/15 under the feet 
Bronze, H. 13.1 cm 
€ 800 - 1.200 

172 
Antonius Höckelmann 
(Oelde 1937 - Cologne 2000) 
Ohne Titel (Untitled) 
Signed with initials, dated 1990-91 and numbered 2/6 on the 
side 
Bronze, H. 24.9 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Van Esch, Eindhoven (1991) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.500 - 2.500  
 
173 
Joeki Simak  
(Budapest 1925 - Rotterdam 2015)  
Cat With Kitten 
Signed on the tail 
Signed with initials and numbered 2-2 on the foot 
Bronze, H. 21.3 cm 
€ 600 - 1.000 

170 171

 
Dylan Lewis was raised in an artistic family in South Africa. 
His father was an accomplished sculptor, his mother and his 
grandmother were painters, and two great-grandfathers were 
an architect and cabinetmaker, respectively. Lewis initially 
followed in the family tradition, beginning his career as a 
painter, but later turned to sculpture. In 1994 Lewis moved to 
a farm outside Stellenbosch, where he has built his studio and 
bronze foundry. Working within a strict self-imposed discipline 
of direct observation of nature, he immerses himself in his 
subject, sketching and sculpting ceaselessly. It is this com-
bination of love, truth and hard work that give shape to his 
powerful evocations of animal form and animal force. Lewis’ 
interest in the leopard, at first casual, has become an obses-
sion which encompasses not only the leopard but also other 
big cats. The leopard became the first feline in his extensive 
Cat Collection. 
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

 

“Sculpting is an attempt to survive what it feels like to be 
human.” - Dylan Lewis

172 173 174



The early years
On 21 October 21 1928 Reinhoud D’Haese was born 
in the idyllic town of Geraardsbergen, west of Brussels. 
While only using his forname ‘Reinhoud’, he would 
develop into a skilled sculptor, goldsmith and graphic 
artist. Creativity was evidently in his genes, because his 
brother and sister, Roel and Degga, would also become 
famous sculptors. He was a strong but silent man. In his 
youth he suffered from polio, which often made him 
aloof from other children.
His creative career started with a goldsmith training in 
Brussels. From 1946 until 1950, Reinhoud studied at 
the famous École Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture 
et des Arts Decoratifs, nowadays the École Nationale 
Supérieure des Arts Visuels, located in the Abbey of 
La Cambre in Brussels. Here he was taught by, among 
others, the Belgian sculptor Oscar Jespers (1887-1970). 
In addition to his training in La Cambre, the diligent 
Reinhoud also attended evening classes in industrial 
drawing and printing.
 
Friends
Olivier Strebelle (1927-2009) introduced Reinhoud in 
1949 to Michel Olyff (1927), Christian Dotremont (1922-
1979) and Pierre Alechinsky (1927). He soon became 
good friends with the latter and they would share 
a studio for ten years. In 1949 the five men rented a 
house on the Rue du Marais in the centre of Brussels 
where they would give free rein to their creativity. Also 
known as ‘Ateliers du Marais’, the house became central 
to the CoBrA movement in Brussels. For example,  
lithographs for the CoBrA magazine were printed in the 
attic. In addition, this became an important place for 
Reinhoud’s artistic development: his first works in metal 
date back to this period.  In 1951, he exhibited four 
of his works in the Second International Exposition of 
Experimental Art in Liège, the largest and last exhibition 
of the CoBrA movement, organized in particular by 
Alechinsky.
 
The breakthrough
He first established himself as a blacksmith and made 
custom ironwork and decorative ironwork to order. In 
1956 he broke through as an artist with an individual 
exhibition at the Galerie Taptoe in Brussels, where he 
was awarded the ‘Prix de la Critique’. He received the 
‘Young Belgian Sculpture’ Prize in 1957. It was only in 
1958, when the CoBrA had fallen apart for some time, 
that he found his own artistic direction. In the period 
1958-1959 he worked together with Alechinsky in his 
summer workshop in Sauvagemont (Walloon Brabant) 
and participated with him in various exhibitions. He also 
gets to know the Dane Børge Birch, the proprietor of 

the important Galerie Birch in Copenhagen. He started 
crafting his iconic fantasy creatures, using only his first 
name as a stage name. During this period he worked 
closely with Pierre Alechinsky in various places in the 
world, including in Saint-Rémy-de-Provence - where 
Van Gogh was also inspired. At the time, works by these 
artists could often be admired together in exhibitions.

Abroad
In 1959 Reinhoud received a scholarship from the 
Belgian State and from then on went to work in the Paris 
area and later in some other places in France, such as 
Saint-Rémy-de-Provence. In 1960 he worked with his 
friend Pierre Alechinsky in Bosse (Oise). Encouraged 
by him, he started drawing in 1962 and already in the 
same year Reinhoud mounted a solo exhibition at the 
Lefebre Gallery in New York, with the introductory 
text written by another CoBrA member Christian 
Dotremont. Until 1992 Reinhoud put drawing aside.  
Reinhoud and Pierre became friends with Børge Birch, 
founder of the well-known Danish Galerie Birch in 
Copenhagen. During one of their encounters, Reinhoud 
moulded a figure from a piece of chewed bread and 
gave it to Birch. The gallery owner became so fascinated 
that he suggested to cover these sculptures with silver 
or copper in an electrolysis bath. This resulted in a 
successful collection of ‘bread crumb figures’ and a close 
collaboration between Reinhoud and Birch with many 
exhibitions in Galerie Birch. These metamorphic fairytale 
figures sometimes resemble an insect, sometimes a bird 
and carry out human activities in groups. 
Reinhoud produced humorous mythical creatures, eerie 
half-man-half-animals, birds with masks performing 
human actions and surreal shapes from copper, tin and 
lead. That same year, he travelled with Alechinsky to 
Brazil, where they participated together in the São Paulo 
Biennale. During a follow-up trip to Buenos Aires he met 
the Belgian photographer Suzy Embo (1936). The two 
artists fell in love and settled together in Paris, where 
they lived in the artists’ commune La Bosse. In La Bosse 
Reinhoud started to make figures from chicken wire, 
newsprint and wood and he made headless creatures. 
The relationship between Embo and Recontent did 
not last long. In 1970 he remarried Nicole Rémon and 
together they moved to the United States for a year, 
where he taught as a visiting professor in Minneapolis. 
After this, they made a journey together through the 
Colorado and Nevada desert, after which the couple 
settled in Mexico, before returning to Paris. Reinhoud 
D’Haese died on 1 July 1 2007 at the age of 79. In 2010, 
a major exhibition on his oeuvre was organised by the 
Royal Museums of Fine Arts in Brussels.

REINHOUD D’HAESE
(1928 - 2007)

© Aernout Overbeeke
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176

176 
REINHOUD (Reinhoud d’Haese) 
(Geraardsbergen 1928 - Paris 2007) 
Je Sens Que Je Vais Être Utile (I Feel Like I Am Going to Be 
Helpful) (2002) 
Welded red brass, H. 65.6 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
Note: 
Including a signed photo certificate of authenticity by the 
artist. 
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

175 
REINHOUD (Reinhoud d’Haese) 
(Geraardsbergen 1928 - Paris 2007) 
De Bon Aloi (Of Good Quality) (2004) 
Welded copper, H. 39 cm 
Provenance: 
- Berengo Fine Arts, Amsterdam (2008) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Note: 
Including a signed photo certificate of authenticity by the 
artist. 
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

“Birds have always fascinated me. That might be because 
they can fly and we can’t. That is another striving for more 
freedom.” - Reinhoud d’Haese

175
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178 
REINHOUD (Reinhoud d’Haese) 
(Geraardsbergen 1928 - Paris 2007) 
Melting Sun 
Signed, dated 2000 and numbered 1/1 on the bottom 
Glass, H. 39.7 cm 
Provenance: 
- Berengo Fine Arts, Amsterdam (2000) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
Note: 
Including a signed photo certificate of authenticity by the 
artist. 
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

177 
REINHOUD (Reinhoud d’Haese) 
Geraardsbergen 1928 - Paris 2007) 
Bread Crumb Figure (3x)  
Bronze, H. 5.4 / 5.8 / 4.6 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
Note: 
From the late 1960s to the mid-1970s Reinhoud d’Haese 
created the so-called ‘Bread Crumb Figures’ out of just that 
- bread crumbs. During dinners the large handed artist, by 
taking bits and pieces of bread, would create these humorous 
creatures, many which were cast in silver or copper. Some of 
the bread crumb figures, when shaken, reveal the traces of 
their origin, as sounds of bits of petrified bread can be heard 
rattling around. Despite their small dimensions, Reinhoud 
considers the bread crumb figures to be serious sculptures.  
(3x) 
€ 1.000 - 3.000 
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179 
Francisca Zijlstra  
(Harlingen 1950) 
Antica 
Signed on the right side 
Numbered 10/12 on the reverse 
Bronze on stone base, H. 30.4 cm 
Provenance: 
- Galerie Het Vijfde Seizoen, Callantsoog  
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 800 - 1.200 

180 
Pino Castagna 
(Castelgomberto 1932 - Costermano sul Garda 2017)  
Canneto Grande 
Signed with monogram on the bottom 
Edition number 1 of 8 
Metal and glass, H. 269.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Berengo Fine Arts, Amsterdam (2000) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 6.000 - 10.000 

180
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185 
James Coignard 
(Tours 1925 - Mougins 2008) 
Figurine 3 
Signed, annotated f.g.3 and numbered 2/6 on the foot 
Coloured glass, H. 70.3 cm 
Provenance: 
- Berengo Fine Arts, Amsterdam (1999) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.500 - 2.500  
 
186 
James Coignard 
(Tours 1925 - Mougins 2008) 
L’Objet Rouge (The Red Object) 
Signed and numbered 4/8 on foot 
Coloured glass, H. 50.3 cm 
Provenance: 
- Berengo Fine Arts, Amsterdam (1999) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 800 - 1.200 

187 
Ernst Billgren 
(Danderyd 1957)  
Coffee Pot Blue  
Signed and numbered 3/29 on the bottom 
Coloured glass, H. 38.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Berengo Fine Arts, Amsterdam (2000) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands  
€ 400 - 800  
 
188 
Rabarama 
(Rome 1969) 
Can-Cellazioni (2003) 
Signed on left foot 
Numbered C4138 under right foot and 7/8 under left foot 
Painted bronze, H. 32.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Etienne & Van Loon, Oisterwijk (2006) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.500 - 3.500 
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183 
Robert Zeppel-Sperl  
(Leoben 1944 - Vienna 2005) 
Surprise #20 
Signed with inititials and numbered 3/8 on the back 
Coloured glass, H. 34.3 cm 
Provenance:  
- Berengo Studio 1989 s.r.l., Murano (2008) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.000 - 3.000  
 
184 
Robert Zeppel-Sperl 
(Leoben 1944 - Vienna 2005) 
Untitled 
Signed, dated 1992/8 and 92/8, signed with monogram and 
numbered 3867 lower right 
Oil on canvas, 79.8 x 104.6& cm 
Provenance:  
- Berengo Studio 1989 s.r.l., Murano  
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

181 
Robert Zeppel-Sperl  
(Leoben 1944 - Vienna 2005) 
Box Woman 
Signed with initials and numbered E.A. 2/4 on the back 
Coloured glass, H. 45.3 cm 
Provenance: 
- Berengo Fine Arts, Amsterdam (2000) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.500 - 3.500  
 
182 
Robert Zeppel-Sperl  
(Leoben 1944 - Vienna 2005) 
Gremlin 
Signed with initials and numbered 23/99 on the left hind leg 
Coloured glass, H. 49.7 cm 
Provenance: 
- Berengo Fine Arts, Amsterdam (1999) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 600 - 1.000 
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WALASSE TING
(1929 - 2010)



on his many travels. Tings room turned into a studio, 

where one was completely immersed in the colourful 

world of the young artist - there was hardly place to view 

the work from a distance.

Although Ting remained faithful to the traditions of 

Chinese calligraphy and painting, he was confronted 

with Western abstraction for the first time. The Parisian 

exhibitions of works by Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) and 

Henri Matisse (1869-1954) left an indelible impression 

on the young Ting. Out of admiration for Matisse, the 

artist decided to change the last syllable of his first name 

“Si” to “Sse”. This is how the European art world got to 

know him as Walasse Ting.

Although Ting lived in poverty, he managed to take the 

first steps of his extensive career in Paris. He produced 

works in various techniques and also focused on poetry. 

One of his well-known collections of poems is entitled 

My shit and my love. He exhibited in the famous Galerie 

Fachetti, where he became friends with Pierre Alechinsky 

(1927). The artists found each other in Eastern calligraphy 

and Alechinsky introduced him to the CoBrA artists. 

In the early years, the other CoBrA artists focused on 

According to Chinese traditions, parents give their new-

born a first name that reflects the qualities and character 

traits they desire for their child. Walasse Ting’s parents 

called him “Hsiung Chuen”, which means “powerful and 

abundantly flowing spring”. To balance this out, they 

added “Hua La Si”, which means “spoiled”.

Ting drew and painted at a very young age. Although 

he took some lessons at the art academy in Shanghai, 

he chose to walk his own path. He dwelled through 

the streets of Shanghai, where he decorated entire 

pavements and streets with countless chalk drawings. His 

first real steps in the art world followed in Hong Kong, 

where he got his first exhibition in a bookstore. In Hong 

Kong American collectors became acquainted with his 

art and with his earned American dollars he decided to 

discover the world.

In 1950 Ting travelled to France by boat and set foot 

in Marseille with solely cardboard suitcase and a roll 

of rice paper. He managed to get to Paris, where he 

found shelter in a small room in the Passage Raguinot 

in the 12th arrondissement. Despite the limited space he 

frantically began to create enormous paintings – based 

THE COLOURFUL 
WORLD OF 

WALASSE TING 
(1929 - 2010) 

both painting and poetry, in which the young Ting felt 

very much at home. In particular he became friends with 

Karel Appel (1921-2006), with whom he would exhibit 

many more times.

In 1959, Ting settled in New York City, where he moved 

into a studio at 100 West 25th Street in Manhattan. 

Ting, who did not avoid grand gestures while painting, 

soon covered the windows and walls of his new studio 

while working. Here he met the American painter and 

printmaker Sam Francis (1923-1994) and was strongly 

influenced by Pop Art and Abstract Expressionism. Sam 

Francis was initially influenced by the work of Abstract 

Expressionists such as Mark Rothko (1903-1970) and 

Jackson Pollock (1912-1956). In the 1950s his artistic 

development was affected by his exposure to French 

modern painting, Asian culture and Zen Buddhism in 

particular. On one of Ting’s and Francis’ many evenings 

together, the idea arose to create an overview of the 

current dynamics in the art world, which had expressed 

itself in many movements. In 1964 the now legendary 

portfolio One Cent Life saw the light. The work was not 

only regarded as the most artistically designed book, but 

also as a visual and psychedelic manifesto of the 1960s. 

The collection includes work by the artists Walasse Ting, 

Andy Warhol (1928-1987), Roy Lichtenstein (1923-1997), 

Robert Indiana (1928-2018), Asger Jorn (1914-1973) and 

Karel Appel (1921-2006).

“Paintings are my honey, colours are my flowers, velocity 

is what’s required of a thief—he must paint as speedily 

as he draws a gun,” he once mused. In the 1970s, Ting 

achieved a pictorial synthesis with his work: a successful 

amalgamation of Chinese calligraphy and Western 

Abstract Expressionism. As a man of the world, Ting 

combined these many influences into a unique style: 

a seductive, magical world full of colour, presented in 

calligraphic brushstrokes. At the same time, his work 

moved more towards the figurative and began to paint 

women – his greatest source of inspiration – in the style 

that has become so typical of him. In his works from this 

period there is always the woman: erotic, European or 

Asian, mysterious, surrounded by parrots, grasshoppers, 

cats, flowers, parasols and fruits. 

 
Dressed in extravagant suits while driving around in a 

bright blue or bright pink Rolls Royce, the artist grew 

into a striking presence in the New York street life. 

Numerous muses moved into his studio near his house 

in Greenwich Village, sometimes as groupies and often 

as mistresses. Slowly the artist became to live more to 

his original Chinese of the spoiled ‘Hua La Si’ – though 

he did let his entourage share in his success.

After the death of his wife in 1985, Ting left for 

Amsterdam. The canals reminded him of Hangzhou in 

China and the life in Amsterdam suited him so much that 

he decided to settle here permanently. Here he found 

his next muse: the beautiful city of Amsterdam. In his 

studio on the Keizersgracht, which he shared with Karel 

Appel, he immortalized his love for the city. His works 

from this ‘Amsterdam period’ are therefore an ode to 

love and life. After a brain haemorrhage in 2002, Ting 

moved to a nursing home in Amstelveen, after which he 

left for New York with his children at the age of 80 and 

died there two weeks later.

 

Ting has written thirteen books and exhibited in many 

international galleries. In 1970 he won the Guggenheim 

Fellowship Award for his drawing skills. His works are 

included in the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam, the 

Centre Pompidou in London, the Art Institute of Chicago, 

the Museum of Modern Art and the Museum Guggenheim 

in New York and some Chinese contemporary museums 

such as the Hong Kong Museum of Art.
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189 
Walasse Ting 
(Shanghai 1929 - New York City 2010) 
Women With Flowers 
Stamped with the seal of the artist centre left 
Acrylic on paper, 49.8 x 70.4 cm 
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist via Kunsthandel C.M. Koor-
ing (1987) (incl. copy of invoice) 
€ 6.000 - 10.000 

190 
Walasse Ting 
(Shanghai 1929 - New York City 2010) 
Three Beauties With Flowers and Birds (c. 1980) 
Stamped with the seal of the artist upper right 
Acrylic and ink on rice paper, 178.4 x 96.4 cm 
Provenance: 
- BP Gallery, Antwerp 
- Bought at the above by the present owner 
€ 15.000 - 25.000 

189
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192 
Walasse Ting 
(Shanghai 1929 - New York City 2010) 
Portrait of a Redhead 
Stamped with the seal of the artist upper left 
Acrylic on paper, 55.1 x 44.1 cm 
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner 
Note: 
Including a certificate of authenticity by family of the artist, 
signed and dated 8 May 2021. 
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

191 
Walasse Ting 
(Shanghai 1929 - New York City 2010) 
I Think of You 
Signed, titled, dated 1994-9-9 and annotated Amsterdam on 
the reverse 
Acrylic and black chalk on canvas, 60 x 80 cm 
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner 
Note: 
Including a certificate of authenticity by family of the artist, 
signed and dated 2 March 2021. 
€ 20.000 - 30.000 

191

“Paintings are my honey, colours are my flowers, velocity is 
what’s required of a thief - he must paint as speedily as he 
draws a gun.” - Walasse Ting

192
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194 
Walasse Ting 
(Shanghai 1929 - New York City 2010) 
Cat With Flowers 
Stamped with the seal of the artist upper left 
Acrylic on paper, 44.9 x 65.3 cm 
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner 
Note: 
Including a certificate of authenticity by family of the artist, 
signed and dated18 March 2021. 
€ 4.000 - 8.000 

195 
Walasse Ting 
(Shanghai 1929 - New York City 2010) 
Still Life With Parrots and Fish 
Stamped with the seal of the artist lower right 
Acrylic on paper, 38.4 x 51.3 cm 
Provenance: 
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner 
Note: 
Including a certificate of authenticity by family of the artist, 
signed and dated 8 May 2021. 
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

194

195

193 
Walasse Ting 
(Shanghai 1929 - New York City 2010) 
I Cry 
Signed, titled and dated 86 on the reverse 
Acrylic and black chalk on canvas, 59.7 x 80.2 cm 
Provenance: 
Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 12.000 - 18.000 

193
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197 
Yin Kun 
(Sichuan 1969) 
Chinese Hero - 08 - 003 
Signed with monogram and dated 2008.1 lower right 
Signed with monogram, titled and dated twice 2008 on the 
reverse 
Oil on canvas, 120.3 x 100.3 cm 
Literature: 
Marike Dickmann-Wijnand, Yin Kun: ‘Chinese Hero’ , Willem 
Kerseboom Gallery, Amsterdam, 2008, p. 11 (ill.)  
Provenance: 
- Willem Kerseboom Gallery, Amsterdam 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.500 - 3.500 

196 
Ji Xiaofeng 
(Qingdao 1977) 
Untitled 
Signed, signed in Chinese and dated 2007 lower left 
Oil on canvas, 139.6 x 139.9 cm 
Provenance: 
- Willem Kerseboom Gallery, Amsterdam 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 2.500 - 3.500 

196

199 
Zang Miquan  
(Changchun 1959) 
Tang Lady 13 
Signed, titled, dated 2005 and numbered 13 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 150.2 x 109.9 cm 
Exhibited: 
Museum Jan van der Togt, Amstelveen, Stars of China: Past 
and Present, 1 Febuary - 22 March 2009, p. 50 (ill.) 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
Exhibited: 
Museum Jan van der Togt, Amstelveen, Stars of China: Past 
and Present, 1 February - 22 March 2009, p. 50 (ill.) 
€ 2.000 - 4.000 

198 
Yin Jun 
(Sichuan 1974) 
Cry 
Signed in Chinese and dated 2008 2 lower centre 
Signed in Chinese and dated 2008 on the reverse 
Acrylic on canvas, 99.8 x 120.2 cm 
Provenance: 
- Willem Kerseboom Gallery, Amsterdam 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 2.500 - 4.500 
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Chinese contemporary art shows similarities in a 
number of aspects with European and American 
art of the 1950s. Chinese artists tried to escape 
the slick realism prescribed by state art. This 
search formed the starting point for conceptual 
experiments, in which the search was made for 
a language or handwriting of their own that may 
now appear dated but at the time constituted a 
revolutionary rift. The search took place against the 
background of its own artistic traditions, especially 
within calligraphy and sculpture, in which China has 
been a leader for centuries. 

In general, Chinese contemporary art can be divided 
into two schools, political pop art and performance 
art. In both art forms, symbolism has prevailed over 
aesthetics from the very beginning. Fang Lijun, Yue 
Minjun, Liu Xiaodong, Liu Ye, Rong Rong and Yang 
Shaobin are the main presenters of ‘cynical realism’ 
or ‘Political Pop-Art’. Their work illustrates the new 
reality of contemporary China. Famous are the 
‘laughing men’ who appear in quite a few of their 
paintings. Laughter, Minjun argued, has a double 
meaning: “At first you think the figure is cheerful, 
but if you look carefully, you see that it could be 
different. Laughter has a long history in China. For 
example, you have the Maitreya Buddha who can 
predict the future and whose facial expression is 
the smile. Normally there is an inscription that says 
you should be optimistic and smile in the face of 
reality. There were also paintings during the Cultural 
Revolution, those Soviet-style posters, showing 
happy, smiling people. The interesting thing is that 
what you see on those posters is just the opposite 
of reality.”

The painted smiling men of Political Pop Art have 
become representative of contemporary Chinese 
art, but this one is certainly even more versatile. 
Chinese artists began to use their own bodies 
for sometimes far-reaching experiments. Not 
infrequently, frontal nudity was performed in their 
work, breaking taboos in communist China. The 
body was also used figuratively, the pop art-like 
painting style with realistic depictions reflected 
the conditions of modern Chinese life, reflecting 
the changed political reality and at the same time 
being a cynical commentary on the communist 
dictatorship. This art is confrontational and subtle 
at the same time, thanks to the gift of Chinese 
artists to obscure direct criticism. That seems like a 
contradiction, but it shows the thin rope on which 
the artists had to (and still have to) balance in their 
own country.

How quickly the national appreciation of these new 
art forms can go is demonstrated by a visit to a 
huge flea market in Beijing. One of the corridors has 
been set aside for art: endless stalls with imitations 
of calligraphy, sweet flowers, formidable tigers 
and idyllic landscapes. Produced per linear meter 
and all equally flat, almost mechanically, painted. 
Then suddenly a few traders who bring copies of 
contemporary masters to the market: Yue Minjun, 
Zhang Xiogang, Liu Ye, Wang Guangyi, but in the 
same flat style as the rest of the offer.

After years of isolationism, there is now relative 
freedom to make art, but of course there is not 
yet the space to be explicitly (politically) engaged. 
Yet artists look for opportunities to comment on 
their own society, including the limitations that are 
inextricably linked to it. One of the means is to 
break taboos, for example with nudity. Others look 
for it in a virtual reality, or stage it in photography. 
The use of image motifs and materials rooted in 
Chinese culture, such as calligraphy and porcelain, 
is still popular. They are ‘innocent’ motives, which 
can be used from the cultural frame of reference 
for a new imagination of their own. And that – a 
new, own imagination – is in itself, within a society 
that has ‘learned’ during the harsh repression of 
the Cultural Revolution not to think of an important 
statement itself.

The use of both Chinese and Western visual motifs 
and techniques is and remains a popular means. 
Chinese artists have grown up in the Maoist culture, 
but function within the capitalist market thinking of 
the art world. It applies to many of these artists, 
especially since they made the leap to the west 
in the 1980s: balancing on the tightrope between 
Chinese and Western culture, including all the 
differences in freedoms and liberties that come 
with it. When you look at Chinese art today, you 
almost get a flashback to the postmodernism of the 
mid-eighties. The techniques have become more 
advanced, but the essence is the same: mirroring 
the outward appearance of an emerging multimedia 
consumer society. In Western postmodernism – 
especially the American one – this mirrored the social 
consequences of consumerism. With the Chinese it 
is a bit more complex, because consumerism and 
the new social reality are embedded in a more 
complicated social and political culture. As a result, 
‘reading’ the reflection may be more complicated, 
but the methodology is comparable.

CHINESE ART

Since the takeover of Mao Zedong in 1949, the 
Chinese eighties have been subject to strict 
censorship. Art was put at the service of the 
glorification of the regime and this meant a 
restructuring of art education as well as the end of 
art criticism. Artists received a one-sided academic 
training that emphasised figurative social realism. 
Art was meant to convey the message of the 
greatness of China. Therefore artists were forced to 
depict working workers and peasants. 
 
The first artistic initiatives arose as early as the 
1970s, which still remained very close to the 
figurative idiom of the almost propagandistic state 
art. An artist like Ai Wei Wei (born 1957), one of 
the most important pioneers of contemporary 
Chinese art, was also stuck for a long time in this 
figuration, which was drawn from Chinese history. 
After Mao’s death, international borders were 

cautiously crossed and the artists looked at both 
Chinese traditions and Western artistic freedoms. 
Various publications from Western countries were a 
first acquaintance and source of inspiration for the 
Chinese avant-garde. In the eighties it was allowed 
to subscribe to international magazines and foreign 
books: hence, artists spent hours in the library 
studying the Western imagery.

The artistic agenda of the Chinese avant-garde of 
the eighties was almost subordinate to the social 
agenda: a radial break with social realist society 
was their aspiration. The first national exhibition 
of the Chinese avant-garde took place in Beijing 
in 1989, but was dismantled twice by the state. 
Less than three months later, the pro-democracy 
demonstrations in Tiananmen Square, Tiananmen 
Square, were violently crushed.
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202 
Wang Chengli  
(Chinese 1968) 
Modern City 
Signed in Chinese and dated 2007.8 lower left 
Oil on canvas, 134.9 x 104.6 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
€ 2.000 - 3.000 

203 
Cheng Guang  
(Shijiazhuang 1971) 
Luck 
Signed in Chinese and dated 2006 on the reverse 
Acrylic on canvas, 100.2 x 100.2 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
Exhibited: 
Museum Jan van der Togt, Amstelveen, Stars of China: Past 
and Present, 1 February - 22 March 2009, p. 64 (ill.) 
€ 1.000 - 3.000  
 
 
204 
Liu Jun  
(Dalian 1963) 
Decadence 
Signed, numbered 5/8 and dated 2006 on the foot 
Bronze, H. 88.3 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
Exhibited: 
Museum Jan van der Togt, Amstelveen, Stars of China: Past 
and Present, 1 February - 22 March 2009, p. 55 (ill.) 
€ 500 - 800 

200 
Chang Xugong  
(Tangshan 1957) 
(From Dollar Series, no 7) 
Signed in Chinese, dated 2007 and numbered 7 lower right 
Signed, dated 2007 and numbered 7 on overlap 
Signed, dated 2007 and numbered 7 on the reverse 
Embroidery on cotton, 70.2 x 156.9 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
Exhibited: 
Museum Jan van der Togt, Amstelveen, Stars of China: Past 
and Present, 1 February - 22 March 2009, p. 114 (ill.) 
€ 3.000 - 5.000 

202

203

204

200

201

201 
Ye Youliang  
(Handan 1957) 
Old and New Beijing 
Signed, signed in Chinese and dated 2008 lower right 
Signed, signed in Chinese and dated 2008 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 109.9 x 149.9 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
Exhibited: 
Museum Jan van der Togt, Amstelveen, Stars of China: Past 
and Present, 1 February - 22 March 2009, p. 124 (ill.) 
€ 2.000 - 4.000 
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207 
Wang Fuchun  
(Harbin 1946) 
Repainting Tiananmen Square 
Signed in Chinese and dated 1992 lower right 
Numbered 2/10 lower left 
Black and white photograph, 50.6 x 75.9 cm (image size) 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
Exhibited: 
Museum Jan van der Togt, Amstelveen, Stars of China: Past 
and Present, 1 February - 22 March 2009, p. 93 (ill.) 
€ 600 - 1.000 

208

206 
Liu Zhaowu  
(Chinese 1973) 
Heroes No. 4 
Signed and dated 07.11 lower right 
Signed, signed and titled in Chinese, numbered 4 and dated 
2007.11 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 109.9 x 139.9 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
Exhibited: 
Museum Jan van der Togt, Amstelveen, Stars of China: Past 
and Present, 1 February - 22 March 2009, p. 89 (ill.) 
€ 1.000 - 3.000 

205 
Liu Zhaowu  
(Chinese 1973) 
Heroes No. 1 
Signed and dated 07.11 lower right 
Signed, signed and titled in Chinese, numbered 01 and dated 
2007.11 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 110 x 139.8 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
Exhibited: 
Museum Jan van der Togt, Amstelveen, Stars of China: Past 
and Present, 1 February - 22 March 2009, p. 88 (ill.) 
€ 800 - 1.200 

205 206

207

208 
Huang Gang  
(Beijing 1961) 
Twin Mao Brothers (3x) 
Signed in Chinese and numbered 9/18 on the back of the 
bench 
Bronze, H. 49.8 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
Exhibited: 
Museum Jan van der Togt, Amstelveen, Stars of China: Past 
and Present, 1 February - 22 March 2009, p. 74 (ill.) 
(3x) 
€ 4.000 - 6.000 
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213 
Zhu Yan  
(Tangshan 1982) 
He Is Great 
Signed and dated 2008 lower right 
Signed and titled in Chinese and dated 2008 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 90.1 x 99.1 cm  
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
Exhibited: 
Museum Jan van der Togt, Amstelveen, Stars of China: Past 
and Present, 1 February - 22 March 2009, p. 78 (ill.) 
€ 1.000 - 2.000  
 
214 
Pang Yongjie  
(Dongming 1968) 
Untitled 
Signed in Chinese and dated 2008 2 lower left 
Oil on canvas, 89.9 x 119.9 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
Exhibited: 
Museum Jan van der Togt, Amstelveen, Stars of China: Past 
and Present, 1 February - 22 March 2009, p. 103 (ill.) 
€ 500 - 800 

215 
Zhu Yan  
(Tangshan 1982) 
Tower of Red Books 
Signed and dated 2008 lower right 
Signed and titled in Chinese and dated 2008 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 109.9 x 94.8 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
Exhibited: 
Museum Jan van der Togt, Amstelveen, Stars of China: Past 
and Present, 1 February - 22 March 2009, p. 79 (ill.) 
€ 1.000 - 2.000  
 
216 
Pang Yongjie  
(Dongming 1968) 
Untitled 
Signed in Chinese and dated 2008 3 lower right 
Oil on canvas, 89.9 x 119.9 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
Exhibited: 
Museum Jan van der Togt, Amstelveen, Stars of China: Past 
and Present, 1 February - 22 March 2009, p. 102 (ill.) 
€ 500 - 800 

209 
Yi Ling  
(Shanghai 1961) 
The Dutch Lion 
Dated 2002.1.10 in the centre 
Acrylic on canvas, 119.9 x 99.9 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
€ 600 - 1.000  
 
210 
Yi Ling  
(Shanghai 1961) 
Holland 
Dated 200212 upper centre 
Acrylic on canvas, 119.9 x 99.9 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
€ 600 - 1.000 

211 
Wei Shen  
(Guilin 1966) 
Tang Outing 
Signed, signed in Chinese and dated 2005 8 lower right 
Signed in Chinese and dated 2005.8 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 179.8 x 95.4 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
€ 600 - 1.000 

212 
Wei Shen  
(Guilin 1966) 
Bronze Era 
Signed in Chinese and dated 2001.5 lower right 
Signed in Chinese and dated 2001.5 on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 181.4 x 96.4 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
€ 600 - 1.000 

213
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218 
Noriko Ito 
(Mie 1976) 
Untitled 
Signed and dated 2008 and annotated in Japanese on the 
reverse 
Oil on canvas, 72.6 x 60.7 cm 
Provenance: 
- Gallery Keiko Goto, Shizuoka 
- Willem Kerseboom Gallery, Amsterdam 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 800 - 1.200 

217 
Fu Yuxi  
(Tangliao 1973) 
From Desire of City Subway, 2007 
Signed in Chinese lower right 
Stamped with the seal of the artist upper left 
Oil on canvas, 149.9 x 199.9 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Drs Feng-Chun Ma, the Netherlands, acquired 
directly from the artist 
Exhibited: 
Museum Jan van der Togt, Amstelveen, Stars of China: Past 
and Present, 1 February - 22 March 2009, p. 118 (ill.) 
€ 600 - 1.000 

217

219

219 
Agus Suroso 
(Tulungagung 1980) 
Untitled 
Signed lower right 
Signed and annotated Bali on the reverse 
Oil on canvas, 139.2 x 59.8 cm 
Provenance: 
- Willem Kerseboom Gallery, Amsterdam 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 1.000 - 1.500 

220

220 
Ren Zhenyu 
(Tianjin 1976) 
Mao 
Signed in Chinese and dated 2008 lower left 
Oil on canvas, 150.2 x 150 cm 
Provenance: 
- Willem Kerseboom Gallery, Amsterdam 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 4.000 - 6.000 

218
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222

222 
Wang Yigang 
(Heilongjiang 1961) 
Landscape Y25 
Signed in Chinese and dated 2012 lower right 
Dated 2012 and annotated in Chinese on the reverse 
Oil on canvas in artist’s frame, 177 x 146.5 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Martinelli Gallery, Lodi (acquired directly from the 
artist) 
€ 20.000 - 25.000 

221 
Wang Yigang 
(Heilongjiang 1961) 
Abstract A32 
Signed with initials, signed in Chinese and dated 2016 lower 
right 
Oil on paper, 60.2 x 45.5 cm 
Provenance: 
Collection Martinelli Gallery, Lodi (acquired directly from the 
artist) 
€ 1.500 - 2.500 

221
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225 
Zhuang Hong Yi 
(Sichuan 1962) 
Flowerbed Colorchange 
Signed, signed in Chinese, with the seal of the artist and 
dated 2017 on the reverse 
Ink and acrylic on rice paper on canvas,  
H. 102.5 x W. 100.4 x D. 13.7 cm 
Provenance: 
- Etienne Gallery, Oisterwijk (2017) 
- Private collection, the Netherlands 
€ 8.000 - 12.000 

225

224 
Juane Xue 
(Kaifeng 1962) 
Bicycle 
Signed upper left 
Oil on canvas, 54.9 x 80.1 cm 
€ 800 - 1.200 

223 
Juane Xue 
(Kaifeng 1962) 
Cafe 
Signed upper right 
Oil on canvas, 79.7 x 130.2 cm 
€ 1.000 - 2.000 
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224
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Faults or imperfections are not recorded in the lot 
description. We encourage you to inspect the lots 
during our viewing days. Condition reports are 
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Before picking up your acquisition, the payment has to 
be received on bank account: NL28FVLB0637264002 
in the name of Stichting Derdengelden. Payments 
in cash, debit- or credit card are accepted by AAG 
Auctioneers. For credit card payments a surcharge is 
applicable.
 
You are requested to collect the acquired item(s) 
within five days after the auction. After five days this 
can be done by appointment only.

AAG shall have the right to put items that have been 
sold but not yet collected into storage at the buyer’s 
expense after five working days. 
The applicable handling fee per item is: 
transportation € 10,- / storage € 5,- per day.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

These terms and conditions apply to all auctions held by Arts & Anti-
ques Group, f.k.a. Glerum Kunst- en Antiekveilingen B.V. (hereinafter 
referred to as: ‘AAG’). Participants are informed at the beginning of an 
auction that these terms and conditions are applicable. Participation in 
an auction implies acceptance of these terms and conditions.

In these terms and conditions:

a. auction means a public auction sale of a lot;
b. lot means the item or set of items of movable property sold by auc-
tion under one number;
c. bid means the price offered by a bidder for a lot offered for sale at 
the auction;
d. bidder means anyone making a bid at the auction;
e. buyer means the bidder to whom a lot is knocked down;
f. knock-down means the statement by the auctioneer that a bid is 
accepted, as a result of which a contract of sale and purchase is con-
cluded between the consignor and the buyer;
g. consignor means the person who has consigned the lot to AAG for 
auction;
h. hammer price means the price at which the auctioneer knocks down 
a lot to the buyer;
i. purchase price means the hammer price plus buyer’s premium (inclu-
ding VAT) and, where appropriate, any resale royalty.
Depending on the hammer price the buyer will be charged the follo-
wing premium:
Up to € 20.000            29,6%
€ 20.001 - € 200.000   25%
From € 200.001           20%
All percentages are including VAT.

ARTICLE 1
1. Each bid shall be unconditional and irrevocable.
2. Anyone making a bid at an auction shall be deemed to be a bidder, 
even if the individual in question declares that he has not made a bid 
on his own behalf.
3. If a buyer has made a bid on behalf and at the expense and risk 
of one or more third parties, such third party/parties and the buyer 
shall be jointly and severally liable for the fulfilment of the obligations 
incumbent upon the buyer under these auction terms and conditions.

ARTICLE 2
1. AAG shall have the right to change the order in which the lots are 
sold, to combine or divide lots, to withdraw one or more lots, and to 
furnish additional or different information on the lots at the auction.
2. The auctioneer shall determine the bid increments; a new bid shall 
automatically increase the standing bid by the applicable bid incre-
ment.
3. The auctioneer shall have the right to refuse a bid without giving 
reasons, and to continue the bidding process.
4. The auctioneer shall have the right to make bids on behalf of pros-
pective buyers who are not at the auction.
5. The auctioneer’s decision made at the auction regarding any 
occurrence during the auction and regarding the interpretation or 
application of the auction terms and conditions shall, by way of a bin-
ding opinion, be absolute and final.

ARTICLE 3
1. AAG guarantees that each lot conforms with its description in the 
catalogue, except as expressly stated otherwise at the auction.
2. The buyer shall have the right to demand rescission of the sale and 
a refund of the purchase price if he satisfactorily demonstrates, within 
thirty (30) days of the auction date, that the lot is defective or that its 
description is incorrect to such an extent that if the buyer had been 
aware of the defects or incorrect description at the time of the auction, 
he would not have purchased the lot or would have purchased it only 
at a substantially lower price.
3. The buyer shall not have the aforesaid right if the defect or incorrect 
description is announced at the time of auction or has arisen after the 
knock-down.

ARTICLE 4
1. A lot shall be sold and title thereto shall pass to the buyer in the 
condition in which the lot is at the time of knock-down.
2. The lot shall be entirely at the buyer’s expense and risk from the time 
of knock-down.

ARTICLE 5
1. The lot shall be transferred to the buyer or the buyer’s representative 
after AAG has received the purchase price.
2. The purchase price must be paid to AAG within three days of the 
auction, failing which the buyer shall be required to pay the costs of 
transport, storage and insurance, plus interest at the rate of statutory 
interest. Such interest shall be calculated from the date of the auction 
until the date of payment in full.
3. AAG shall have the right to put items that have been sold but not yet 
collected into storage at the buyer’s expense after five working days.
4. If the buyer has not paid the (full) purchase price within thirty (30) 
days of the auction date, the buyer shall be in default and AAG shall 
have the right to take immediate action to recover the outstanding 
debt, or to consider the contract of sale and purchase cancelled and to 
sell the lot by auction or private treaty.
5. A defaulting buyer shall be liable for any loss or damage sustained 
by AAG as a result of a cancellation and sale as referred to above and 
shall not be entitled to any surplus arising from such sale.
6. Any costs reasonably incurred by AAG in connection with the 
non-fulfilment by the buyer of any obligation arising from these terms 
and conditions shall be payable by the buyer.

ARTICLE 6
In accordance with the margin scheme, VAT is charged only on the pre-
mium and any other charges. The purchase price referred to in these 
terms and conditions includes VAT on the premium. Buyers entitled to 
opt for application of the margin scheme may request that VAT also be 
charged on the hammer price. The hammer price of lots imported for 
auction from outside the European Union is always subject to VAT; the 
lots in question are marked in the auction catalogue with an asterisk (*).

ARTICLE 7
1. The legal relationship between the buyer(s) and AAG shall be gover-
ned by the laws of the Netherlands.
2. In the event of a conflict or inconsistency between the Dutch text 
and any translation of these terms and conditions or the auction cata-
logue, the Dutch text shall prevail.

ALGEMENE VEILINGVOORWAARDEN

Deze voorwaarden zijn van toepassing op alle veilingen van Arts & 
Antiques Group v/h Glerum Kunst- en Antiekveilingen B.V. (hier-
na ‘AAG’ genoemd). Een ieder die aan de veiling deelneemt, geeft 
daarmee te kennen dat hij de toepasselijkheid van deze voorwaarden 
aanvaardt. De toepasselijkheid van deze voorwaarden wordt bij aan-
vang van de veiling aan de deelnemer kenbaar gemaakt.
 
In deze algemene veilingvoorwaarden wordt verstaan onder:
a.  Veiling: de verkoop bij opbod van de kavel in het openbaar;
b.   Kavel: de roerende zaak of samenstelling van roerende zaken onder 

één nummer geveild;
c.   Bod: door een bieder op een in de veiling aangeboden kavel gebo-

den bedrag;
d.   Bieder: degene die in de veiling een bod uitbrengt;
e.   Koper: de bieder, aan wie een kavel wordt toegewezen;
f.   Toewijzing: de verklaring van de veilingmeester waardoor een bod 

wordt geaccepteerd en waardoor de koopovereenkomst tussen de 
inzender en de koper tot stand komt;

g.   Inzender: degene die aan AAG de kavel ter veiling heeft aangebo-
den;

h.   Hamerprijs: bedrag waarvoor de kavel door de veilingmeester aan 
de koper is toegewezen;

i.   Koopprijs: hamerprijs vermeerderd met een toeslag terzake van 
opgeld en BTW en, indien van toepassing, met verschuldigd vol-
grecht. Afhankelijk van de hoogte van het hamerbedrag wordt aan 
de koper opgeld in rekening gebracht als volgt: 
Tot € 20.000  29,6% (incl. 21% BTW) 
€ 20.001 - € 200.000 25% (incl. 21% BTW) 
Vanaf € 200.001 20% (incl. 21% BTW) 
In het opgeld is de daarover verschuldigde BTW verrekend.

ARTIKEL 1
1.   Elk bod is onvoorwaardelijk en onherroepelijk.
2.   Degene, die ter veiling een bod uitbrengt, wordt aangemerkt als 

bieder, ook als hij verklaart niet voor zichzelf te hebben geboden.
3.   Indien een koper heeft geboden op last of voor rekening en risi-

co van één of meerdere anderen is of zijn deze naast de koper 
hoofdelijk verbonden voor de op koper krachtens deze veilingvoor-
waarden rustende verplichtingen.

ARTIKEL 2
1.   AAG is gerechtigd de volgorde van de te veilen kavels te wijzigen, 

kavels samen te voegen dan wel te splitsen, één of meerdere kavels 
uit de veiling te nemen en tijdens de veiling over de kavels aanvul-
lende of afwijkende informatie te verschaffen.

2.   De veiling geschiedt in door de veilingmeester aan te geven steeds 
hogere biedstappen; door het uitbrengen van biedingen wordt het 
laatste bod automatisch verhoogd tot de volgende biedstap.

3.   De veilingmeester heeft het recht, zonder opgave van redenen een 
bod niet als zodanig te erkennen en het bieden te doen voortgaan.

4.   De veilingmeester is gerechtigd namens niet bij de veiling aanwezi-
ge gegadigden biedingen uit te brengen.

5.   Het oordeel van de veilingmeester omtrent alles wat zich tijdens 
de veiling voordoet en omtrent de uitleg of toepassing van de 
Algemene Veilingvoorwaarden tijdens de zitting is - bij wijze van 
bindend advies - beslissend.

ARTIKEL 3
1.   AAG staat er voor in, dat behoudens nadrukkelijke vermelding tij-

dens de veiling, elke kavel overeenstemt met de beschrijving ervan 
in de catalogus.

2.   Koper is gerechtigd ontbinding van de koop te vorderen en heeft 
recht op restitutie van de koopprijs, indien hij binnen 30 (dertig) 
dagen na de veiling deugdelijk aantoont dat de kavel zo ernstige 
gebreken vertoont of de verstrekte omschrijving zodanig onjuist is, 
dat indien deze gebreken of de onjuiste omschrijving aan de koper 
op het ogenblik van de veiling bekend waren geweest, hij van de 
koop zou hebben afgezien of slechts tegen een aanmerkelijk lagere 
prijs zou hebben gekocht.

3.   Koper heeft voormeld recht niet indien het gebrek of de onjuistheid 
van de beschrijving tijdens de veiling is kenbaar gemaakt of na het 
moment van toewijzing is ontstaan.

ARTIKEL 4
1.   Een kavel wordt verkocht en gaat over op de koper in de toestand 

waarin de kavel zich bevindt op het tijdstip van toewijzing.
2.   Vanaf het moment van toewijzing is de kavel onmiddellijk en geheel 

voor rekening en risico van de koper.

ARTIKEL 5
1.   De levering van de kavel aan de koper of diens gemachtigde vindt 

plaats nadat AAG de koopprijs heeft ontvangen.
2.   De koopprijs dient uiterlijk binnen drie dagen na de veiling aan 

AAG te zijn voldaan, bij gebreke waarvan de koper vergoeding is 
verschuldigd van de kosten van vervoer, opslag en verzekering, 
benevens een rente, gelijk aan de wettelijke rente. Deze rente 
wordt berekend vanaf de datum der veiling tot de dag der algehele 
voldoening.

3.   AAG heeft het recht om verkochte, niet afgehaalde goederen na 
vijf werkdagen op kosten van de koper in opslag te geven.

4.   Indien de koper 30 (dertig) dagen na de veiling de koopprijs niet 
of niet volledig heeft voldaan, is hij in gebreke en is AAG gerech-
tigd onmiddellijk invorderingsmaatregelen te treffen, dan wel de 
koopovereenkomst als ontbonden te beschouwen en de kavel, het-
zij openbaar, hetzij onderhands te verkopen.

5.   De nalatige koper is aansprakelijk voor de door AAG tengevolge 
van de ontbinding en verkoop als hiervoor bedoeld geleden scha-
de en heeft nimmer aanspraak op een meeropbrengst uit zodanige 
verkoop.

6.   Alle kosten die AAG redelijkerwijs heeft moeten maken terzake van 
het niet nakomen door koper van enige verplichting voortvloeiende 
uit deze voorwaarden zijn voor rekening voor koper.

ARTIKEL 6
BTW wordt met toepassing van de z.g. margeregeling slechts in reke-
ning gebracht over het opgeld en eventuele  overige kosten. In de 
koopprijs zoals bedoeld in deze voorwaarden is BTW over het opgeld 
reeds inbegrepen. Kopers die daarvoor in aanmerking komen kunnen 
verzoeken ook de hamerprijs in de heffing van BTW te betrekken. Bij 
de kavels, die ter veiling zijn ingevoerd in de Europese Unie, wordt de 
hamerprijs steeds in de heffing van BTW betrokken; de betreffende 
kavels zijn in de veilingcatalogus aangeduid met (*).  

ARTIKEL 7
1.   Op de rechtsbetrekking tussen de koper(s) en AAG is Nederlands 

recht van toepassing.
2.   Bij verschillen tussen de Nederlandse tekst en enige buitenlandse 

vertalingen van deze voorwaarden of van de veilingcatalogus is de 
Nederlandse tekst beslissend.

Veilinghuis AAG is een door de Federatie van Taxateurs, Makelaars en Veilinghouders geregistreerd veilingbedrijf.
Deze voorwaarden zijn gedeponeerd bij de Kamer van Koophandel en Fabrieken voor Amsterdam 

met ingang van 9 januari 2004 onder nr.: 27127302
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Biedformulier Bid form 
519 - MODERN & CONTEMPORARY ART

Ondergetekende verklaart akkoord te zijn met de veilingvoorwaarden The undersigned agrees to the conditions of sale

Naam (dhr/mw) | Name (mr/mrs)  ________________________________________________________________________________

Adres | Address   ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Postcode | Code   ________________________ Plaats | City/Country  __________________________________________________

Telefoon | Phone  ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Bankreferentie | Bank reference  _________________________________________________________________________________

E-mail  ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Handtekening | Signature  ______________________________________________________________________________________

  
Lot no. Omschrijving | Description Maximum bedrag | bid in €
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 | |
 | |______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 | |
 | |______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 | |
 | |______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 | |
 | |______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 | |
 | |______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 | |
 | |______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 | |
 | |______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 | |
 | |______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 | |
 | |______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 | |
 | |______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 | |
 | |______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 | |
 | |______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Kopers wordt geadviseerd schriftelijke biedingen tijdig te versturen per 
fax 020 - 301 2960 of e-mail info@veilinghuisaag.com

Buyers are advised to send their absentee bids in time by 
fax +31 20 - 301 2960 or email info@aagauctioneers.com


